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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEWS ERA.
ON IE DOLLAR A YEAR.
PITCHED
BATTLE.
Officers' Fatal Clash With
Desperadoes.
Two Killed, Two Wounded
And Three Hundred
Shots Exchanged.
(letestal la fire Bra.'
WEIITESBURG, Ky., April 13. -Two
nem were killed and two wounded
Theneday in a fight between Sheriff
Jobe W Wright and his deputies on
the Ode, and desperadoes who robbed
and murdered aged Mrs. Jemima Hall
and her son, on tbe other. The Uhl
moaned on the maintain tap between
Domme's lark mod Itilkiese creek.
Weight end Ids pone Meted oat several
nibs ego isnot the gong who
smelly eggsured She aged widow, and
after securing her mosey madly ver-
dant her and ber son and burned her
body with the Linn bat in witiob she
ENCOUNTER EXPECTED.
Oltisens have 'nen daily expening to
ram or a pitched bailie between the
OM Moved& Yesterday Joha sad Mot-
gasZiyaolds. Isaac and Ovoid Pareer
=deface, Newsome were toothed in
She remilagrogn by the poses on the top
at ammenesia. Morgan Reynolds, New-
some and Lino Porter west away, sad
width they were gone Um damn sad-
.
4eal, esedroned (heed Porter sod John
Rigsaide and all of them ten in num-
ber. anal Ire. The desperudele re-
plied with riles sad revolvon. and
mere than three Imbibed shoes were ex-
slanged at a distheoe of less than a
dna poems.
Jobe Reynolds received a serious, If
Seth wound in the left shoulder,
magethimeed. leaving Porter alone.
The Mimes inanition soon gave out,
and be. SM, veal tato hiding.
Of OM peme Will Wright, aged 18,
was Med by a semi bullet, which
powad Ommegh hie abdomen. and Isaac
MTh* aged SI, was abet through the
hews. • Iline mem egnmed Ogborn•
wag not in She right isg rod severely
hurt. Young Wright, whe was killed
it the fine fire. jollied She pugs about a
neon ago so avenge She swam St his
tallier. W. S. Wright, whoma She gang
sognolnated about a year ego.
The arias was heard for a distance of
lidlima langs. It was at first feared
Mime libe pesos had been defeated, and
fat ra' v. Beckham was telegraphed to send
gents keeps to capture the gar*. When
16 __le,usd, howeem. that Wm Seine-
redeem had relemesd and Sheriff Wright
deilined diet be amid capture the gang
without the aid of Ones troops, Gov.
Bembhon was seated not to and the
soldiers.
NOM TRW/ILE.
Mas• trombh I. expeokid. es the des-
posies gm gethertagmernits. Friends
et lie dead alleers are all arming.
IN BLOWS.
The pemeb hem and pima trees we la
faU bisons, and there is soggy prospect
boa Ilse crop of both. There is an old
.thposettloa, according to the Gerthitere
boontrer, that when they bleeds in the
**dank of the mesa" they will snoops
the tree& and tbat is the othe this year
This ands grecs have not shown their
wise yet, end it will be seem tines be-
lege they M. There ken bees no 
es le injure Um blooms et any kind of
trig, nod the pospeole are therders
Inebaring all Wong the Mae.
NEW BANES.
/few beaks have been or will be or.
pained alibi following petal.: Medi-
senville. Retlingina, Orefeen, Semi*
Olny and Port Ihn ran goon
feelliede. he the lenetima of begins ;
wake taelltsisi ler transaMing bed-
nese memo an inane of business; an
Owen of Inn means prosperity
let the community and the kedividial.
—Din Journal.
ROAD TO HOPIONSVILLE.
liessase Tbaucsios leas introduced in
One leaseases ingielanne a bill to give
sasirrele authority to rabsoribe $1,000,-
100 to the stook of the Nashville and
Olarksville road. The object of this
bill is login Nashville an opportunity
Is bell& a road le the Illinois Oestral at
er saw ilophinorille. la lift event the
theft dewed desM• ths Nashville,
Iflosewes end Northern road, remedy
mooed. M be invalid.
in trouble, outs, barns, sealds and
chafing quickly heal by the use of De-
Wises Windt Hasa Ilene. It is Leith-
Md. Be sere you get DeWitt's. R. 0.
Mindwiek.
Hugh's
Chill Tonic
(PALATABLII)
Bow Than Calomel sod Quinine.
(Gemming no Arsenio) Th. Did Belieble
Fxallcnt Gcncral Tonic
AA well as a awe one for ONU.L8 and
TWIRL Mehra/ Fevers, Swamp Fe-
vers sod Bilious Fevers.
IT NEVER PAILS.
Jai what you used at this season.
Mild Laxative,
Nervous Sedative,
Splendid Tonic.
Onestmed by all druggists. Don't
is any substitute. Try it 503 and
BIM beetles. Prepared by
Robinson-Pettet Co.,
(isonitrogerge)
iy.
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rROM DAY To DAY' GOOD DEMAND THREE PLACES
A tether received in Topeka lase week
addressed: "Mrs- Carrie Nation, county
Jail. Inmate asylum, salios station, has
oonyeattos, courthouse yard or else-
where, in Topeka. Kansas." It was
delivered without delay.
The nation spent for drink last year
the enormous sum of $1,3118,674,935 But
all this was not for alooholic liquids,
though those of that nature consumed
about nine-tenths of the amount, in
plainer terms, $1,069.583,787.
Fifty per met of this the statistician
says, went for beer. 30 per cent, for
whisky and four per one for wines Of
the temperance drinks, coffee led with a
paltry $1$0,799,630. Women drank tea
So the value of sins•oo.voo.
Rev. In R. Hicks' forecast for the
rest of the month of April follows
Heavy April rains, hail and thunder
will visit many sections front 13th to
18th and einem electrical norm' so-
oompanied by hail, rain and dangerous
winds may be exposited. About the Ise-
ter date Moron in all pethentthy will
prove widespread and' luny. Another
dash of high barometer, cold winds and
frosty eights northward, will be the or-
der behind the storm conditions of this
period.
Front nth to SOU look for storms of
meth energy. with heavy rain and hail
In extreme northern parts there is a pos-
sibility of sleet and snow during this
lase April period. Bat all along the
south side of low barometric pressure,
look for heavy vernal rains, examined-
ing In elecerisal storms.
The effort of any newspaper to build
up a sown is pranically nullified unlade
Is is backed up by the bushing men of
she town. • stranger tarns from the
awe esinmas at a paper to no advertis-
ing eines, and if he fails to find there
the besiege@ cards of the merchant., and
paidessienal Sams, he oases to the con-
cision that the editor is not appreciat-
ed, In which can it is a good place to
keep dear from No town ever grew
without the active assistance of its pa-
pers. Noe can papers grow, and build
up their localities without the assistants
of the town. Business men should real-
ise this and remember that in leading
support to their local newspaper they
are not only building up their own bus-
iness, but are helping to support that
which is steadily working for the wel-
fare and growth of the whole town.
Losareille expecte to spend one hun-
dred thousand dollars in the entertain-
nesse of the vision le the Triennial
rendeve of the Knights Templar of
Amaggima the fourth week of next wa-
ges.. The program thus far outlined
Includes a big parade with thirty thou-
sand uniformed Templar' and one hun-
dred and twenty-flve bands of magic in
line; a senopeettive drill. the first in
eighteen rare, as which five handsome
sterling trophies will be awarded; a
hone display as Churchill Downs, with
only She ben Kentucky traitors, runners
and peon, in the exhibition; a grand
ball at Confederate hall, which will so-
eornmodae fit Seen thousand dancers
and spanners ; "the negro Lonna and
sad deice," an evening entertainment
as the born show building under the di-
not supervision el Ool. Will 8. Hays,
the noted nog writer; boat moursions
up the Ohio river every afternoon and
sight ; a reception at the Masonic Wid-
ows' and Orphans' Horne. and many
other events. Great Interest is being
Sakes in Um ening conclave by she
Hegidasalle Knights Templar', who
will attend in large numbers.
OWL NOTES.
GM:. Ed Henderson of Laytonnille,
wag the game of George Hendersoses
family last Saturday night and Sun-
day.
Miss Katie disk's school closed last
Friday, she taught a good school for the
West Monetary people, and all her pu-
pils were leery when she had to leave.
Mrs Ira and Min Maude O'Daniel
visited Mn,. Maybary Powell and See
Tooker one day last week.
Nen 0. W. Limy and W. J. PenweD
went over to Kirthatherille lam Saar-
day morning es badness sad they said
that the title village was flooded with
people, it being primary election day
with the Ditheralle.
Mr. J. T. Tenths the planer agent of
Koknannellis 10 1111 =Dept of a aloe
shaving set preemie mat him for his
work.
ESSEX.
SENT TO THE ASYLUM.
Mrs Ella Fells, the wife of Henry
Fein a premiums lady of Arlington.
was adjudged inane Lass Monday night.
@be has been of unsound mind for
several weeks, and once at-
tempted to commit suicide by stabbing
herself In the breast with a knife. Ba-
nally she left home, saying that she
was going to Columbus to drown her-
self, bus was overtaken and returned
before she readied Oolembus. County
Judge Gardner, Attorney Josh .White
and Sheriff Fisher, went down Monday
and examined her mind befogs a Jury.
She was taken to the asylum at Hop-
!unsettle. The friends of the family
here deeply synystbise with tbon in
their trouble.—Bardwell Democrat.
410.
Masonic Temple at Princeton Monday, I
April 35, at 9 o'clock in the evening.
Miss Se olff is an exceedingly attractive
young woman, who has visited in this
oily frequently.
For Tobacco At Sitisfac-J Filled On The Proposed
tory Prices.
Quotations And inspectors
Report.--Kentucky Crop
Conditions.
The tobacco market opened neve and
strong last week with liuge offerings
and better quality.
The demand for all grades of the
weed was good, and the sales for the
better grades made privately, were
large. Old logs also brought good
prices.
iNsPItt-TORA' RaPoRr
The inspectors' report for the Hop-
kineville tobacco market for the week
ending yesterday follows :
Receipts for week. 
 
370
Year......,.3660
Sales for week 
 
  381
Year 
 
 1800
Offei rags   178
Rejection" 
 
87
eoceL enOtATIone.
Prices this weak prevailed as renew.:
' woe
Low 
 
 .3 7504 SO
Common 
 
4 0004 50
Medium. 
 
 
 4 60® 600
Good 5 004)5 50
Wen.
Low   50®6 50
Oerninon   . 6 50®7 75
Medirun.   8 1.10® 9 76
Geod 10 00(412 50
Ool. E D. Christian, buyer for the
American Snuff and ()continental Oo.
was on breaks this week.
The New Sae has received from
Oommissioner I. B Nall the following
report showing Kentucky crop condit-
ions and prospeots:
Almost without exception correspond-
ent. report April 1st favorable to spring
plowing for theigrester part of March,
bat temperature too low for planting
core although soles has been planted
along the southern border. Farm work
such as tweaking nod, preparing and
sowing tobacco plant beds, sowing oats
and planting gardens has progressed
well throughout the Mate. The report
of general conditions shows an im-
provement over March and especially is
thi: true of the wheat crop which has
moved up from 78 to 79 8-4 gain of
newly 13 points. Almost without ez.
oeption correspondents report improve-
&sent in condition of this crop. The
acreage is slightly reduced because some
few fields have been broken up owing
to the ravage of the fly in the fall The
reports indicate four fifths of a full crop
for the whole state, subject to the future
developement of the fly whieh more
than half Use reports mention as present
Rye has also improved during the month
—making a gain of 11 point& Barley
I, showing up mach better with the
first sprite' weather. Oorrespondents
from the Bluegrass motion report both
dove and bluegrass ruined by the
white grab worm. Some my this pest
h.es so Increased since the polecaa are
trapped for their pelts that there is talk
of protecting the odoriferous little ani-
mal by law.
••••••
IlignesseTeer Moweet Meth Caesarea&
Ono onwards. eon enstipatios tonne
Ms.:lie. U C. M. ertiegiste retina mesas.
PETITION IN BANCRUPTCY.
A petition In bankruptcy has been
flied by The Richards Company, the
desalt of Kr. J. B. Richards making the
Mips edviseeblet
The liabilities are $112,1157 95, assets
$111,11$0. H. B Olafelin & 00. of New
Yore, are the largest ',editors, their
claim consisting of Dinneen notes with
Interest, aggregating about mow.
They are partly secured, however by a
chattel mortgage on the stook.
C Ale ID *m• C'e Wt. X ee.
Pies, tee Its Lie Ye HZ..t. their
fassalsse Izeie
MRS. NATION
FINED $500
Told To Leave The City,
And Did.
(Special to New Era)
KANSAS CITY, Mo.—Mrs. Carrie
Nation, who was emoted Sunday on a
charge of blockading the streets, was
fired $600 this morning and warned to
leave the city Immediately.
She left directly after the trial for
Kansas.
The Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.
There is a disease prevailing in this
most dan us because so decep-
tive. Many sudden
deaths are caused by
it—heart disease,
pneumonia, heart
failure or apoplexy
E
are often the result
of kidney disease. If
kidney trouble is al-
lowed to advance the
iedney-poison•d
blood will attack the
vital organs or the
kidneys themselves break down and waste
Sprit* coughs are specially dangerous 
away cal by cell.
Bladder troubles most always result from
and unless cured at °owe serious results a derangement of the kidneys and a cure is
often follow. One Minute Oraigh Oar othbetakiincer esuicklep obtlie a pro 
are 
le treatment of
sots like magic. Is is not a common ' can rnsir Lyno mistake by Ir. a you
mixture but a high grads remedy. B Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and
0. Hardwick. 1 bladder remedy.
It corrects inability to hold urine and scald-
•
lag pain in passing it, and overcomes that
I unpleasant necessity of being compelled to
. go often during the day, and to get up many
I times during the night. The mild and thejamesenee have been issued to the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
w•dellnit of Mies Lillian Lee Wolff, 
of
Prineeton, to Mr. Leopold Lowenstein. Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and sold
I realized. It stands the highest for its won-
derful cures of the most distressing cases.
The oegemony will be solemnized in the
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar
sized bottles. You may
LOW F.NSTEIN.WOLFF
have a sample bottle of
this wenderful new dis-
coing
-trend* book that
tilt aR about it, both n....<4 5, es.
seat free by mail. ederees Dr. Kilmer & Co.
=
ton, N. Y. When writingmenden 
his gragrous offer la rats peps'.
Fusion Ticket.
Name Selected And Roos-
ter On Smoke House
Will Be Device.
Farther steps towards arranging fu-
sion between the Democrat' of Chris'
Stan county and the independent Re-
poblicsne were taken Saturday at a
eneesing of committees heretofore lip
piloted to plan details of ooslition
nispresentatives of the Democratic
Openly Committee were present.
CHANGES MADE.
'Three changes were made in the
ticket put in the field two weeks ago by
the fusionist. Geo. B. Croft, Republi-
can, was substituted for Harvey W.
Breathitt to make the race for Coun-
ty (Noun Clerk: David Anderson,
the present Surveyor, will run for the
same office on the fusion ticket; and L.
L. P'Pool waa selected as the nominee
for Representative in place of James B.
Allensworth.
The ticket in fall follows:
!OR COUNTY JUROR
J. Fagan Dixon Dem.
ton CoUlliTT ATTORNIT
Frank Rive", Don.
TOR courer CLERK,
Geo B. Croft. Rep.
FOR IIIRXRITir
Hilliard D Dalton, Rep.
"OR ABSRIRIOR
David Smith, Dem.
70it 111JPIRINTRIIDINT 07 eCiROULI
U. L. Olardy, Dun.
Von JAILZR.
Milton A. Littlefield, Rep.
VCR ILITIMENTATIVII
L. L. P'Pool, Dem.
The Democratic Maury Oommittes
will be asked to endorse this tick.* at
itheting next Saturday and So join in
a deli for a mass meeting of Democrats
and reform Republieazio to be held May
6 and to which :he anion of the fu-
sionist will be submitted for ratifica-
tion.
NAME AND DEVICE
It WM decided to o ill the ticket the
Democratic-Republican Fusion Ticket,
and a obiokent000k standing on a smoke
home was adapted as the device.
The !annotate are confident of the mo-
nths of the ticket which they my can
win by from firs hundred to one thous-
and majority.
POWER HOUSE BURNS.
Fire At Noriesville Dots Dosage
Ammons' To KM
The power house of the Oak Hill octal
oompany, located at Nortonville, was
destroyed by fire Saturday evening, en-
tailing a lose of 8,000. It is thought to
have been the work of incendiaries
Everything was all right when the
night watchman went to supper, and
when he returned a few minutes later
the building was in flames.
Suspicion pointed to several union
miners who were discharged some time
ago for joining the union. The building
will be replaced at once.
peRSONAL NOTES.
From Monday's Daly.
Walter Dalin, a prominent tuerohant
of Madisonvies, is in the oily.
Dr T W Blakey returned this after
noon from Evansville.
Miss Lizzie Garrott, of Oak Grove, to
shopping in the city.
Mrs. Anna Fairleigh who is ill of
pneumonia at her home on East Seventh
street Is better today.
T N Bullington, advance man of the
Gentry Dog and Pony show is in the
.3ity.
Mrs. Ories`e Roes, of Madisonville, is
visiting Miss Johnnie Bead.
Mr. J W. Downer has returned from
Louisville.
*r. John T. Edmunds returned Sun-
daY frem Frankfort
4essrs Ewell Bailee and Hen Win-visited friends in Madisonville yes-e
who an been visiting her sister, Mrs
Anderson, of Owensboro,
R. 0. Hartlerick, on South Main streets,
re tureel home Saturday.
Hon. Denny P. Smith, many attor-
ney of Trigg county, is in the city. To
morrow night be will be initiated into
she mysteries of the Elks lodge.
 
 -
NOTICE.
°biotin Oironit Court.
Samuel William's Admr.,
a.
ats" William. &o.persons bottling claims against
the estate of Same' Williams, deed will
file them with me at my law office In
Hopkins-Me, Ky , properly verified so-
cording to law on or before June 1, 1901
or they will be barred.
Dan:matt Bzu.,
Special Commissioner,
dltwet.
IN SPLENDID CONDITION.
OW. T. J. Smith wens to Hopkineville
night to inspect Moore Oommandery
N $, and returned this morning. He
ismnd Senior-Warden of the Grand
00inmandery of the State
Ool. Smith found the Oommandery in
splendid condition and conferred the
Order of the Temple on nine com-
panions. Th. Oommandery meeting
was followed by a banquet and every
body present had a highly eilopable
time. Saturday's Bowling Green
Times-Journal
PRESERVE YOUR TEETH,
Gums and Breath by Using
the Ivory Tooth Powder.
It has led many men to give up the
ninon habit by simply keeping their
months and teeth clean If the teeth
ars kept clean the breath will banally
lose its offensiveness Prine postpaid
S5o in advance Address, PARISIAN
POWDER 00,111 E. 0011eire Bt., Lou-
isville, Ky.
FARMERS' INSTITUTE!.
Reduced Rates Os the Railreeds.—Meeb
interest Maallesteits
Much interest is being taken in the
Farmers' instate& whisk will be held
as Onirola Hill, April 18th and Seth un-
der the direction of How I. B. Nall,
oseimissioner of agrioulture. The New
Eta is in noels of the following win-
muniestion from Mr Nell:
tee wt.& you would Meetly make men-
tion of date of Farmers' Institute In
your Wens of next Monday and say that
L. & N. and I. 0. railroad companies
will return at one-third fare (on certifi-
cate plan) all who pry fall fare going
and take agents' receipt, haring same
signed by secretary of Initiate. This
Is good at all stations within seventy
five miles of Hopkineville "
IN POLITICS
Fragrant Bouquet For
Senator Crenshaw.
In mentioning the expiration of the
term of Senator Crenshaw, of this coun-
ty, the Kentucky Sentinel says he has
not only proved himself to be a tried
and trusted Democrat but his every act
has given evidence of the highest sort of
integrity in the discharge of his duties,
and it is a signifioant fact that he was
never approached by a lobbyist. His
influence was large in all legislative
miners, and in retiring be can have
the satisfaction of knowing he has Derv.
ed faithfully and well the constituents
he represented, nnd he goes out of the
geom. much to the regret of everybody
who knows him.
The Hopkins county Democratic pri
many passed off quietly Salsa day and a
large vote was polled.
County Judge-0. 0. Givens, by 1,500
majority. He had two opponents.
County Clark—John Brasher, no op
position.
Representative—R. B. Bradley, 100
majority.
County Attorney—Ruby Laff000,
sleeted by 600 majority over K. D. Mar-
raw.
School Stiperintendene—Min Sallie
Brown, 150 majority.
Jailer-8. 8. W. Offut. There were
sixteen candidates.
County Assessor—Weldon Jenkins,
900 majerity-
Sheriff—W. E. Aahby, by TOO major-
ity.
Mr. 011ie M. James has announced
that he is a candidate for the Demo
°ratio nomination for congress in the
Fint district to noosed Hon. Charles
K. Wheeler. His opponents are Stan
Senator N. W. Utley, of Lyon county,
and Mr. Sam Oroseland, of Mayfield.
Mr. Jams' Mends urged hire to mire
the race against Mr. Wheeler last year
but he declined to do so. although he
has been making Democrat° speeches
eves sine he was eighteen year. old, he
has never held a public office. Kr.
James stumped Kentucky for Bryan in
1896, also for Goebel for governor in
1899, and s000mpanied Gov. Beckham
on the greeter part of his °amputee
tour last fall. Be expects to tramp all
the counties in the first district in his
canvass for the nomination.
Co AL. MI exe e-e Mt Ah..
lean tie lle Led Yet Nth IMO
leaden
•
:—W. T. .
°qv
& COKPA.ITY.
winitIAALI Grocrrs.
OP COURT HOUSE
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Linn Association of Hop-
kinrville, By., will build you a
hones on easy monthly Fray-
merits. For particulars apply to
Henry C. Cant. - Pres
J E McPherson. Sec &Tres
MRS. STITES
Sunday Answered the
Summons Of Death.
Succumbed To.Pneumonia
After An Illness Of
Ten Days.
Mrs Elisabeth Stites passed peaceful-
ly away as an early hour Sunday morn-
ing surrounded by her sorrowing loved
ones. She had been Ill of pnenmonia
ten days, and for three days prior to her
death :her condition had been regarded
as critical.
AGED SEVENTY THREE.
She was seventy-three years of age,
having been born at Salem, Ky., March
9, 1898. Her maiden name was Miss
Elisabeth Hunt. She woe the widow of
the late John Stites, one of the most
prominent citizens of the county, whom
she married in 1849.
Mrs Stites was the mother of eigbe
ohildren, only one of whom, the lath
Henry J. Stites, is dead. The surviving
ohildren are Messrs. John, Wilson,
James, and Dr. Frank Stites, and Mimes
Annie, Susie and Wale Stites.
The deceased was a member of the
Ninth-street Presbyterian church, and
had been a Christian sinoe the sixteenth
year of her age.
Mn Stites was a lady of strong per-
sonality and superior intellect and her
many noble train of °hexane: endeared
her to all with whom she came in con-
tact She loved her home, and was
unselfish in her devotion to the needs
and wishes of her family, finding her
greatest happiness in their own.
EXALTED CHARACTER.
She was a wise o tunselor. a faithful
friend, and a real home maker, under-
standing the value of the tree things
of life and avoiding all pretense and
all who came within the reach of her
Influence were better for having known
her.
REIURNED THE UCENSE.
Young Farmer Felted ills Bride•To-Be
Had Oose Away.
Benjamin Nelson, a young Beverly
farmer, secured a license to wed Mrs
Fanny Johnson, /Friday, but when the
young man, accompanied by a minister,
went to the residence that night to have
the nuptial knot tied she had left home
and the wedding did not telit plan.
The piper was returned Silks Coun-
ty Clerk's office, Saturder; lading*
"No property found."
When Nelson sorrowfully handed the
license to Deputy Will Wicks, the da-
da said:
"I am sorry; but we oan't return
your money, for" —
"0, I didn't want the money." inter-
rupted Nelson. "I simply desire to be
relieved of this license."
BUST DEVELOPER.
One that will develops I to 4 Inches
per month, fills oat hollow chest and
neck and adds grace and; plumpness to
the form. Most wonderful discovery of
the age. Psekage sent postpaid for
500.
DIME hirancieg Co , Browsville, Tenn.
STRIKE FAILS.
Few Miners Obey Presi-
dent Woods' Call.
(Special to New Ere.)
MADISONVILLE, KY., April 15.—
This is the day President Woods named
In his call for a general strike of the
miners of Hopkins, Webster and Ohrfa-
tian eounties.
A few of the union men who hays
been working In the mines did not to
to work this morning, but nearly all
of the miners are in the mines eit no
call had been tuned
The strike is a dismal failure, lad the
claim of the operators that their men
are well sensate' with the present scale
of wages and conditions seems proven.
DREAM CAME TRUE.
- --
Mr. D. A. Meacham, the well known
sohoitor for the Sun, is no tenger in-
credulous as to dreams. He was in
Maydeld Wednesday and dreamed
his brother, Mr. Ashton Meech
Orofton, By., whom he had not,lieen
for 'even years, would arrive here to-
day on a visit to him. Mr. Meacham
came home and was so impressed with
the reality of the dream that he actual-
ly went out to the train yesterday after-
noon to meet him and returned home
via the postoffin.
There his disappointment was light-
ened. He received a letter from his
brother stating that he would arrive
here today and he did on the afternoon
train. The meeting was a meet pleas-
ant one as the brothers, as previously
stated, had not seen each other for sev-
en years. —Paducah News
Don't Let Them Suffer
Often chitchat are tortured with itch-
ing and burning ersems and other skin
diseases, but Buokien's Arnica Salve
heels the ions, expels the inflammation
leaves the skin witbout a mar. Olean,
fragrant. cheap, There's no salve on
earth as good. Give it a triaL
Ours guaranteed. 95 cents a box at
Anderson & Fowler, J. 0. Oook, L. L
Elgin and O.K. Wyly.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The KIM You Have Always Bought
Boars the
felesetwe of
BIG SCANDALS.
Providence In Throes Of
Two Sensations.
The host Prominent Peo-
ple In The Little Town
Are involved.
PROVIDENOE, Ky., April 13 —This
little town is shaken by the greatest
scandal known in its history. Sensa-
tions have crowded so fast upon one an-
other that tee inhabitants hardly knew
what to expect next.
WOMEN INDICTED
The grand jury has indicted two of
the most prominent women in the tows,
for adultery. They are Mrs. W. F.
Montgomery and her twin sister, Mrs.
0. J. Slaton, both of whom are wives of
prominent and wealthy merchants.
The men in the one are no lees promi-
nest than the women, being Franklin
Jennings. 'William Fatless and E
Wooten. The men are DIM indicted.
The indicted parties are all married
and have familia'. Everett Jennings, a
law partner of Judge W. Yost, is also
indicted for being too intimate with the
same women. Jennings lives at Madi-
sonville. Franklin Jennings to a well-
known merchant here, as is William
Perim, and W. E. Wooten is agent for
the L. & N. road at this point.
Before the indictments were returned
the husbands of Mrs. Montgomery and
Mrs. Slayton left than, and it is under-
stood hays gone to nettle to reside.
The two women belong to one of the
beet families in Western Kentucky, be-
ing eiders of Hon. John W. Headly,
secretary of state under Gov. John
Young Brown. To say that the case
has excited comment is putting it
mildly.
USES NORSEVINIP
Another sensational episode has also
occurred. Muss Angie Taylor, a promi-
nent and beautiful girl, oowhicted Fred
Long, a well-known young man, on the
street till sbe was weary.
The whipping was made especially
dramatic by the fact that Miss Taylor's
sister, ho accompanied her, took a
leading part in the affair by holding a
revolver on Long while the huh was be-
ing applied, and her brother-in-law
stood off all comers with a (coked shot
inn.
The oause of the whipping was a non
alleged to have been written to Mies
Taylor by Long, (tenanting improper
proposals. Affairs are at fever heat and
tragedies may result from the two en-
Onions at any time.
The Parisian Face Powder
Has No Equal.
Only sold by us. It keeps the com-
plexion beautiful, soft and rosy. A
trial box Edo, regular box !Soo. If you
once bay it you will always see it.
Address, (and enclose lice
Parisian Powder Concern,
$19 E. College St. Louisville, Ky.
t.D.ch.1111W Cle NI X
testIs :MEM Yu Hew *Nos Ilesa
Dolionft 1.4tete"
I'llerEallieffMteWInerneWennO
ei
CONGRESSMAN • ALDRICI
Uses Peruna in His Family With Veu
Great Success.
OONORIZNILLN WILUAX P. ALONZO', OP ALDBICIL ALL
Congressman William F. Aldrich, of Aldrieb, Ala., in a recent Setae In thePeruna Medicine Company, written from Washington, I). C., speaks of their pen,tonic and catarrh cure in the following words:
"This is to certify that Peruna, manufactured by
The Peruna Medicine Ca, of Columbus, Ohio, has
been used in my family with success. It is a fine
tonic and will build up a depleted system rapidly. I
can recommend it to those who need a We, raid*
medicine for debility."
Address The Peruna Yadkin* Co., Oolzunbuie Ohio, ore tree espy 41
e Slimmer Catarrh," which treats on the phases of catarrh peculiar be betweather.
and contains Dr. Hartman's experience of fifty years in the leastassi at Ibutediseases.
Now Is the Time
To Wear
S rill Suits!
Our line of Spring
Woolens Are Neat.
Attractive and Reason-
able.
WARD BROS.,
Merchant Tailors,
113 South Main Sisreet
Shadoin
& Curtis,
Grocers.
Next to First National
Bank. Phone 18.
Ouse 
I have been troubled with images-
tion for ten yens, have tried many
things and spent mail money to oepar-
pose until I tried Kodol Dyspepsia Ogre
I have taken two being and aottim
more relief from them than all ether
medicine,
 taken. I feel more liko a les,
than I have felt in Sweaty youth" Ain
demon Riggs of Lenny lies. T.
Thousands have testteled as did XL
Riggs B 0 Hardwick.
BATH TUBS,
Wash Basins,
Complete Water
Closets,
Filters, Hydrants,
Sinks, Etc.,
Are a few of the many
conveniences that you
should have at once.
We have the largest
stock in the city and
expert workmen to do
the work. Call on
C. A. MLLE
South itain Street, or
TELEPHONE - - 174.
EMMY' MI
A 17 RINRISIMOIMIRRIORRIBRIRSI
Free. Free.
Free!
From now until April 20th we will furnish
free with every Majestic Range sold
A Selig SteelEnamel Ware
This Set of Ware Sells Regularly
for $7.50.
We don't have to tell you what the MAJESTIC
RANGE is. Every housekeeper on Main Street and
over 800 others in the city and county has one and
advertise it merits tree of charge. There's only one
best, that's the MAJESTIC. Call and see the sample
of ware in our window.
Better Take Advantage of This
and Save $7.50.
FORBES &BRO.
immiggemissigv,.
•
def.
THE NEW ERA
CAS IO' FISti•BAR JOINTS. FLOURISHING
MM, ono mooth
toe. ores mounts
Ono tack, atz months. 
Oa* Snob. ono year  . is*
• .ne same may be bad by applica-
tion sia
mmat be paid for la
&domes.
Merges Om yearly advertisements will be
sollesolos miartorly.
All eaversosaleass Inserted without rpm-
tied limo will be slumped tor aatil ordered
est
sot lye Uses. arid notecopert
_a*
Amminnommeals of Marriages and
Obituary otiose. =moos of Respect,
mid other masilawneithees, Sr. mass per mac
limbarriatiagereblishigCe
Mtn MO, Presiding.
OFFICE:—New Era Bmidie , Seventh
illeest, raw Main. Hspkinivills, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
flessavea as tbet pantsillive in RoptiasvIll•
la mommit-oloos matt simaaser
Friday, April 19, 1901.
— 
ADVERTISING RATES:—
lace. Arm tasertioa  S 1 Se
40
00
— CUSSING RATES:—
TO WillaLLT.Naw X aA and lie tollowiag
=our= bowies -Journel $1 10
*ad- Meekly sm. boats lit•puoue  10
Sosal.Weeitly elobe-imnioerot.  1 Ti
Weekly_ Pasuulau ikuarserori  
its
leamm- Meant, Naativtile 
moaa 
Iii
Is magi Lontsyttie Consaberedoi  1 sp
Weetuy New Yost Wend   let
Leessoise Poo  f le
sea Farm. 1*
Magano—nessas  1 ve
sena *ammo kmmismusum  125
Vestry Mira Tort Trlbnise   1 A
Trt-Wooltry Blow Yore Tribone   I TS
Maras" noise Journal. new
anlinartlitire °nay, ... ... ill
Illgenani eldatatag rates will aay imitgastee
Ilit Itinsegagat putelseed In tJae U Mimi 
Miele
COURT DIRECTOR
OINOVITOciene—Tirst Monday in June
and fear* Monday in February and Sap-
ellanarimie Ooonr—Second Mouthy'
In Jaasry, April. Jukr and October.
now. —First Tuesday in April
and October.
Ocicrirrr Omar —FiritMenday in evwrY
month.
THE PHILIPPINES.
This in the oosS of the Philippines to
Obi United SOW in American lives and
meow :
Arpanditares oa amount of
military and naval opera-
tions in Me islands.. $171,640,000
Paid to Spain nadir trea-
ty of Paris 20.000.000
Paid to Spain for Oagerad
end Sitretu  ...  100,000
Philippine somailasione re
and inkmellaaecos,  600,000
Taal cost in meney. ...$194,160,000
Army officers id.Uoil or died of
wounds    64
Privates killed or died of wounds. 836
Navy 'them killed or died of
Wenn& 
ilisibibul men killed or died of
irminds —  is
Mors died of disease •  48
AMNIA MOM Med of dissent 2,079
Teed ma of lives  LOSS
Atenelly. it sons that the vioe-presi-
decoy has oast a blight over Teddy.
He hasn't filmed in the papers for near-
ly a meth new.
Theadadisietratioa has "persuaded"
Inewiner Alien of Pores Moo not to re-
sign. It km also '•permtacied" a num-
ber of dead ducks who longed to gel
bask to their law practice to soave jobs
as the St. Louis Exposition Oonuniselon.
Maine Os decided that she is getting
Wed of having all the corporations and
Wises organised in New Jersey—and
leaving their fees there—and has passed
the meth liberal laws in existence to en-
tins them villain no borders. Thus the
Weil of the meow* is over OL
Of omega Attorney-General Knox is
a orealare of the octopus, but than,
ether all, it would be hard to find a Re-
publican lawyer who wean t—or who
wouldn't be, if he got Ike chance.
Lox is as good a man as we have any
Tight to owl after the way we voted
last fall.
As we impolite& it has proved that all
the Jspanese-Ressian war talk origina-
ted and eaded in London. as so many
stIes athi-Rasidan falsehoods have or-
lifineisd. Great Britain hates and fears
Russia and may be depended on to lend
cued* to any tale involving that country
In difficables wait other peoples. But
tbe Untied Seethe should not do so.
The United States has asked twenty-
trays million dollars indemnity from
Ohio bat professes its willingness to
wale down its claims to whatever sum
Ohio can afford to pay. The United
Meese to as reasonable as the average
sthellethery.
• Oabs omelettes lo think that the Uni-
ted lithese is snooty bluffing in regard
So the Plate amendment and that, when
It has had time for sober wooed thought
will keep its pledges to the island. Cuba
however, should realise that it is going
be be a Wag time before Uncle Sam
sekne off safiloiestly to take that see-
med thought.
There is said so be insanity in twenty
four royal families in Norope. Evi-
dently, royalty isn't what it is °reeked
up to be.
Gisgressinan Norton, of Ohio, said of
Tom L. Johnson He is certainly a
niaa with a future. He is a big man in
every respect, bright, intellectual, a
I.. pentodes, a good speaker .and per-
essay attractive. These/are great
qualities and will make kW fit in al-
moot any plaoe, whether it be the one-
tesehip, the "7614, or something
them."
Peery Heath is hesitating whether to
A HAPPY CHILD
is one who grows, without in-
terruption of health, from a
baby up—except the inevitable
diseases of children.
And Scott's emulsion of cod-
liver oil has done more. in the
26 years of its existence, than
any half-dozen other things, to
make such children
It keeps them in uninterrupt-
ed health. It is food that
takes hold at once,' whenever
their usual food lets go.
yes Nets to try, if yue
ICOTT a /Over, 09 Pawl suvo. is.w York.
Orre1P0111ents"I PLAY PLEASED'
Wanted  
The Nsw Eat weals a
oorrespondent at •••r y
roseoflios in Christian
county who will send us
tome of news.
To soh we will furnish
writing material, stamps
and a copy of the paper
each week.
\ig
accept a job at the St. Louis Exposition
that oarries a salary of $10.000. Perry
is probably in the irmaditton of the min-
ister who prayed for guidance as to
whether he should socept a call with a
big rinse in salary, and who, pending a
reply, had his furniture packed for to
novel.
Ti. War Department intends to
abandon she transport oysters organ-
ised at such enormous cost, between
Porto Rico and the Uoited States, and
to sell the vessels. Among these is one
for which half million dollars was spent
in mahogany fittings, plate glass mirrors
and other trappery. Now let's see how
mush this vessel beings.
Representative Babcock, of Wiscon-
sin, chairmen of the late Republican
Congressional carspaign.conanittee, has
realised as last that the United States
must give as well as take in its foreign
trade relations, However, the million-
aires who own the Republican party
have rallied against him, and there is
little hopes of anything being woos-
plished until the Democrats get in
Don't take too mach stock in those
*ones of dictatorship in Venesuels. Of
course, they may be true, but then, they
may also merely have been given out by
the agents of the asphalt trust.
The wreak of the Merrimac bee been
destroped by dynamite. Counting
everything, this vessel cost the United
States nearly a million dollars; this,
however, was less than it would have
cost ne had Sampson's plan for blocking
the Spanish fleet Weide the harbor by
means of it, been successful
The government has located that
$700,000 and odd that was 10apeain Oar-
wee share of the Savazthah harbor loot,
but it is said to be considering a propo-
sition from the noble captain to release
him oa condition that he will not oppose
Its conisostion.
State of Ohio, Oily of *ado,
Lucas °minty. ss
Frank J. °holey makes esala that he
is senior partner of the Eine of F. J.
°honey & Co., *Am teninese in the
City of Toledo. Oelethe OM lithe afore-
said, and that said glan will pay the
sum of ONE HIIIIIMUID DOLLARS
for each and every saes of Oaiarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
Osterrb Ours.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and rabscribed in
my pewee* this 6th day of December,
A. D.. 1886.
; A. W. GLEASON,
Seal 'c Notar7
Hell's UaSarrh Oars is taken internal-
ly and sots directly on the blood and
onto= surfaces of the system. Send
for teseinsoniale free.
P.3. OREM & 00., Toledo, 0.
Sold by drageriets, 75o.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
In exploiting the fact that out exports
to the Philippines have greatly inczess-
ed. the treasury statiolicians take good
pains not to nention that the greater
portion of those exports have been due
to our aaintsiaing an army of 76.000
men in the Philippines and a large na-
val force in adjacent waters.
"Qikit leach" is one of the oommon-
set of oily signs. The sign domes say "a
hada hum* of good food"—the char-
weer of dm rood apparently is not con-
sidered. It's just a quick lunch—eat
and get away. Is it any wonder that
the esessaoh breaks down? Food is
thrown at it, sloppy, indigestible and
inandritous food, very often, and she
sumac& has to do the best it can. Nor-
mally then should be need for medics
assistance for the stomach. But the
average method of life is abnormal and
while this continues there will away'
be. demand for Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. It is the one medi-
cine which can be relied on to ours die-
wises of the stomach and other organs
of digestion and nutrition. It is Los a
care-all. It is a medicine designed for
the stossaoh, and to ours through the
Mims& remote diseases which have
their Ganes in the derangement of the
Omuta and digestive and nutrition
system , It cures when all else fails.
Only brief summary of. Mr. Cleve-
land's recant lectures on the Venezuela
affair was given so the public—the lec-
tures having been especially oopyrieht-
ed for appearance in the June sad July
numbers of the °eatery DIagszimaliew
except apecial students are aware of the
connection of the United States with
the subject. Amen ebb interesting
points brought out in the lectures and
not reported, soy mentioned Mr
Cleveland's remarks on the
relation of to treaties formu-
lated by the executive *rock of the
government. The lectures constitute
Mr. Cleveland's most important contrib-
ution to history.
REV. CARTER PREACHED
Prom Wednesday's daily.
The raducah Episcopal convocation is
in session at Fulton this week. The
first services were held lest night. and
Rev. Robert S. Carter, Of this city,
preached. The session will sosttnue
through Friday. About SiMaly &arches
are represented and a IOW elewd is in
attendance.
NEW ELKS.
From Wednesday's daily
There were five Initiations at She
meeting of the Elks' lodge Mat night.
The following candidates were crowned
with the antlers: Dr. A. E. Bentley,
William A. Hancock, Jas. K. Hamer,
County Attorney Denny P. Smith, of
Oadis ; and Dr. IL W. Ogfivie, of Prince-
ton. Dr. E. H. Barter and B. F. Ever-
son were initiated at the meeting last
week, and then will be several candi-
dates on hand next Tuesday.
FOR SALE.
All watches, clocks and jewelry left
for repair, at M.D. Kelly's one year ago,
or over, and if not called for before the
fir* of May next, will be sold Tor
*harps. d It, w
Delightful Rendition Of
Immortal Comedy.
Toay Lumptie Kr George Howell
Squire Harden sue Mr. Wallace Kelly
Toone Marlow   Mr. Clifton Long
George Hastings Mr. Mule Nelson
KirCharlrs Marlow 0
Sting.
Dtgeory
Roger .....
Tom Twist 
Diet ...
Slang  
Wiggins 
Armlnadab
Jeremy
Mn. liar iosiati•
Kate Hardoastie
i ',instance Neville
Maid
....Mr. klerrte Baco•
.. Mr. Lewis Elgin
. Mr. Lawson Flask
Mr. John Gunn
 
Mr. Lewis l'ayne
Mr. Ellis McKee
Mr. Jim Bramham
... Mr. Hen WInfree
Mrs Walter Wilson
Miss Nora Anderson
Miss Kate Manson
Miss Lulls Dennis
"She Stoops to Conquer" delighted
lot night one of the largest audiences
that ever aseembled at Hollani's opera
house. Society was out en mane
There were pretty girls galore in hand-
some gowns, and She crowded theater
presented an attractive picture of youth
and beauty and well groomed people of
all ages.
WELL RECEIVED
The play was captivatingly rendered
and well deserved its enthusiastic ri e p-
non Many able critics pronounce it
the most artistic performance ever given
here by local talent. During the entire
evening there was nothing to mar the
continued charm of the comrdy, no de-
lays between acts, no awkward panne;
everything moved smoothly along with
the precision and ease of a professional
performance. It was no small under-
taking to adequately present the immor-
tal comedy of Dr. Geldamith, and the
fact that the play was a thorough suc-
cess from every point of view refit cts
infinite credit upon the young women
and men who irises it
All the characters in the cut were
capably taken.
STRICT QUARANTINE.
Russellville has quarantined against
the towns of Allensville, Eladdlereville,
Guthrie and Olarksville, and guards
who have been appointed to watch the
trains and all the public roads from the
South and West will allow no one from
these towns to enter who cannot show a
health certificate.
The Logan county health officers are
determined thee this quarantine shall be
strictly enforced and have given the
guards very positive instructions for
their guidance.
TRENTON ELOPERS.
W. H. Crouch and Miss Edna Taylor
eloped to Olarksville Sunday night at
midnight from Trenton. They were
married Sunday morning at 10 o'clock
by Squire 8. H. Oaldwell.
MISS STEINHADEN'S IDEA.
Atlas,* Church Enlivened Easter With
Musk of Birds
. .
Trinity Methodist Church, one of the
leading church.' of this city, used as
Easter churisten on Sunday, sixty oana-
rise and fifty mocking birds. The idea
originated with Miss Rosa White Stein-
bogey, the organist. She suggested to
the pastor that is would beta novelty if
the birds coati be made to render the
music. He agreed with her and they
set to work last Thursday to secure the
birds. They visited the various mem-
bers of the congregation and the, bird
stores of the city, and asked for all the
birds :they had—canaries or mocking
birds—they did not care which, they
said.
Many of the parishioners were curious
to know what they wanted with the
songsters. but no amount of questioning
was sufficient to draw the secret either
from the organistor. the preacher. When
the mogregation Sled into the church
and perceived cages depending from the
roof they were surprised. The birds
themselves appeared to be frightened
until the orgon sounded Then they
appeared to take on confidence. And
before the first few notes of the prelude
had been rendered ooe of the awaits@
burst into *ow Another woe sip
almost instantly, and then another and
another, until all the birds were singing.
After that duriug the entire services
sermon and al', the birds kept the church
filled with their music—the mocking
birds with their strongtr voices, doing
particularly well. Members of the
church are now discussing the advisa-
bility of continuing the birds se a regu-
lar feature —Atlanta telegram to the
771fark Sun
MILLER-YATES
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Yates, of Van
Aletyne. T611111, have announced tbe
approaching marriaye of their daughter
Marion Loving to Mr George David
Miller, of Sherman, Texas, whicib will
occur at Van Aletyne, Wednesday af-
ternoon, Aprfl 24. Miss Yates is well
known in this city, where she has visit-
ed. She is a sister of Dr. Tandy Yates.
Every woman in the country
ought to know about
111011er's friend
Those who do know about it
wonder how they ever got along
without it. It has rubbed child-
birth of its terrors for many a
young wife. It has preserved her
girlish figure and saved her much
suffering. It is an external lini-
ment and carries with it therefore,
absolutely no danger of upsetting
the system as drugs taken intern-
ally are apt to do. It is to be
rubbed into the abdomen to soften
and strengthen the muscles which
are to bear the strain. This means
much less pain. It also prevents
morning sickness and all of the
other discomforts of pregnancy.
A druggist of Macon, Ga., says:
"I have sold a large quantity of
Mother's Friend and have never
known an instance where it has
failed to produce the good results
claimed for it" •
A prominent lady of Lam-
bee/me Ark., writes: "With my
first six children I was in labor
from 24 to 30 hours. After using
Mother's Friend, my seventh was
born in 4 hours. '
Got illoshore• Friond at Li.. drug
•tore, 51.00 par bath..
'NE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
AILASITA, gd.
yds. as e*.isiesee...ibeee,•zereas lily
Public Library.
The
From Wednesday's daily.
The annual meeting of the Library
Association was held at the library room
last night, and was well attended.
Reports of offi oars show the institu-
tion to be more flourishing than ever
before in its history, and during the
last twelve months, the membenhip
has been increased Afty per o•ent.
The election of offhiers was entered
Into, and resulted as follows
Preeident, E. B. Bassett.
Vice President, Ira L. Smith
Secretary, John T. Eimuod*
Treasurer, (leo. C Long
B. F. Eager,
Directors • F. M. thitss.
( J. 0. Cook.
FROM DAY To DAY.
THE NEW OFFICIAL flag of the
state of Maine, recently authorized by
the legislature, is to be buff in color,
with a green pine tree in the center and
a blue polar star in the upp.r left-hand
oorner. It is from a design by Adjutant
General John T. Richards. The back-
ground of buff, the old colonial color,
will harmonise with the green tree and
the blue star. making • most attractive
combination of colons. .
A SENIATIONAL PARAGRAPH of
the Bowling Green grand jury's report
reads: "We earnestly appeol to the
proper authorities for a more rigid ob-
servance and enforcement of the lsw.
Thal community is to be pitied whose
environments tend to besmirch the char-
acter of our very youths. Hope and
happiness fades with the &math of vir-
tue and morality. All good citizen,
should lend a helping hand."
THE STATE CHRISTIAN Endeavor
anions of Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio,
Texts, Tennessee, Massachusetts and
Pennsylvania have postponed their state
conventions until 1e02, and decided to
hold biennial conventions hereafter, in
pursuance of the reoommendation of the
board of trainee of the United Society.
This will have the effeet of increasing
interest in the International convention
at Oincinnati, 1901.
THE FIRST ANNUAL convention of
Kentucky and Tennessee photographers
is being held in the city of Nashville
The convention is streaming a great
deal of attention among photographers
In the two states and the beet work in
artistic photography that has ever been
seen in the South will be displayed in
competition for the numerous valuable
prizes which have been offered.
TOM L JOHNSON, the new mayor
of the day of Cleveland, Ohio, is a Ken-
tuckian by birth and retains strong rev-
erence for the South and its traditions.
So deeply grounded is this fee4ng that
when his daughter was to make her so-
cial debut the family went to Louisville,
where Mies Johnson was introduoed to
society.
--
CHINA, IS WIILL Mocked with wild
animals, some of which are very cart-
ons. In the mountains north of Pekin
Is found the most northern species of
monkey known, which enjoys playing
in the snow, sod when grown is nearly
flYs feet high. In the mountains of the
north is the Siberian tiger, the most
rasgnificent member of the tiger family.
In the mountains near °anion is the
royal Beagal tiger. Black and brown
bears, tigers and leopards are found in
all the mountain ranges. In South
China is a monkey that has a coat of
many bright oclors.
SENT TO ASYLUM.
Martin L, Beard, one of the very best
known young farmers and Orisons of
Fulton county, was carried tO" Hopkins-
vine this morning, where he will be
confined in the Western Kentucky Hos-
pital for the Insane. He was in charge
of City Marshal Leander Roberson and
Dr. F. M. Usher. His brother, Will
Beard, also accompanied him to Hop-
kineville.—Fulton Leader
We pay salary of $15 per week and
expenses for man with rig to introdooe
our Poultry Mixture in the country.
Hustlers wanted. Address with stamp
Acme Mfg. Co Kam St. Louis, Ill.
W• It
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES,
 
and 
Itals Brand,". "R. & W." Pants,
Hart, Schaffner cfc Marx,
"Holzman's Bros.," Boys' Clothing,
are sold , y us, and their finish and general make up is
equal toany made to order garment you can buy.
We show the most fashionable line of shirts—all the▪ •
beat makes in newest stripes and coloring—the choicest colleccion of half-hose, suspenders,
underwear, handkerchiefs, ties, etc., all the highest gradea.
We are positively headquarters for fine, soft and stifi hats and carry a full line of
Stetson's. Don't think of buying your new hat until you have seen ours.
Mothers and parents will find our Boys' and Childrens' Clothing Department bub-
bling over with pretty styles. Sailor salad woke() suits, and two and three piece suits; hats
all styles, for boys.
It
Is because of
the very
careful rt-
tention we
give every
department
of our pretty
store
that it is
fast becom-
ing the one
place in
Hopkinsville
where per-
fection is
assured.
Everything Marked in Plain Figures. One Price to All.
Our Guarantee,
At the Same Old Stand,
Beard Block.
No 15, Corner 8th and Main
Hopkinsville, Ky.
BURNED DOWN
Gracey Hotel Destroyed
By Fire.
Items Of Local Interest
Found At The
News Centers.
From Wednesday's daily.
The hotel at Grace's, together with all
its contents, was destroyed by fire last
night at 7 ;110 o'clock.
The building, a ten-rooms, frame
house, caught firs from a defective fine
in the kitchen. When the occupants,
two women and several children, were
apprised of the fire by cries of alarm
from without, the flames had made
such headway that the occupants had
little more than time to escape _without
injury, and nothing at all was saved
from the burning building.
The house was known as the Graoey
Hotel and was owned by T. J. Ham-
mond who bought it from J. L. Poo/
when the latter moved to Cerulean.
It was occupied by Town Marshal H.
H. Oox and family. The building was
valued at $2,000 and was insured for
$1,900. Mr. Oox had $600 on his furni-
ture which he valued at $760
GRANTED DISCHAVIE.
Oland. R. Clark, of Hoplfinaville, was
granted a disoliarge in bankruptcy yes-
terday.—Owensboro Messenger.
CALLED MEETING.
All members of the L. A. S and oth
ere interested in fish and game protec-
tion are requested to meet at the office
of Hunter Wood, Jr , at 3 o'clock Satur-
day afternoon, the 20th inst. dlwl
V* ANTED.—Men to learn barber
feade. Special Offer Of scholarship,
board and tools until May 15th, two
months completes, busy season now,
I big wages paid graduates. Have places
1 for
 200 at Buffalo Exposition. Write
for particulars today, Moler Barber
College, St. Louis, Mo. W. 21.
CURES
THE KIDNEYS
Kidaey disease is the enemy we have most to fear
as a result of the feverish haste of modera civilization.
It is • treacherous 'army working out its deadly effect
wider cover of suck trifling symptom* as headache, slight
but persistent backache, dizziness, heart-throbbing, weak
digeetloa, constipation, frequent or dimi•ished passage of
mass* scaldiag arise. sediment in urine.
PRICKLY ASH BITTERS
Is a kideey medicine of the greatest merit its action is bee
tle,
Satetreugtheidne. quickly relieves &chime tar semeses in Ike
back, checks wasting or decay of the kldsieys, correct. the
Sow of urine and through its excellent cleansing and
regulating effect is Um stomach. liver sad bowels it
speedily restores the strength and ruddy glow of
vigorous Malta.
BOLD SY DRUGGISTS,
PRICE, $1.00.
JAS. 0. COOK, SPeCIAL:ACIENT.
Make "Tobe's" Your Headquarters While In Town.
T. L. SMITH
BOARD & FEED STABLE.
ORSES boarded by the day or
placed in my charge will be
long experience in this business is
And bridesmaid roses ready to bloom
large g
e S
at 10o each. Finest size 
jpiants at holt usual price You will At My Old Stand, Pr
oD
month. All horses
well cared for. My
a guarantee of my
knowledge as to how a horse should and will be taken care
of if placed in my hands. Your patronage solicited.
WSW
'Wee it if you buy before ineve-'4ese our' Corner 8th anu mithlane and new eatiortmeL I Of pissis Virginia Sts.
Metcalfe's Entwines, eirevatiesse.
Mrs. Ida Mosley is home again from a
month's visit to relatives In Virginia.
Mr. "Dick" Barnett, of Hopkinsville,
spent Sunday atternoon with friends I S 
The Condition Of
here.
Mimes George and Irene Winfree
were in Hopkturrille Thursday on a
snopping tour.
The recent rains here improved tbe
growing wheat wonderfully, and the
farmers are more hopeful.
Miss Clara Fallon, of South Christian,
attended church here Sunday, and spent
the remainder of the day with trends
here.
Tne railroad esmpany is putting in
new switches, and otherwise improving
the yards here. The local emotion gang
has also been inoreased.
A full-grown els gull lain this section
now Probably blown so far inland ey
omit Of the meant heavy eastern sales.
There is a good opening for a good,
reliable blaosamith at or near Oasky.
One is needed badly in this neighbor-
hood.
Mr. Bea Bradshaw, Sr , is confined to
his home by severe illness.
Mimes Mary and Annie McKee are in
Hopkinsville this week, the guests of
their brother, Mr. L H. McKee.
Mr. R. B. Watkins, formerly with the
Illinois Oentral, now residing in Mem-
phi., was at "Lawry Farm,- this week
Mr. Tom H. Porter, of Pembroke, was
a visitor to this neighborhood last week
People who had Planted Irish potatoes.
corn, etc., a4well as other garden truck
before the last cold snap now have the
oelprunity _of replanting. The pota-
to. and corn rotted.
Mks. Bea Bradshaw and daughter,
Misi Maggie, of South Christian, Messrs.
Jo and John Williams, of Pembroke,
and Bev. Mr. No , of Hopkinsville,
visited the nurseries Thurs-
day.
Messrs. Charles Winfree and Wil
Watson will won blossom out with a
brand-new h. m. t. buggy each. The
faces of the two young gentlemen are
wreathed in smiles and blusher in glad
anticipation of moonlight drives and
shady lanes this summer.
The old neighborhood road from foot
of "the reeky hill" to Edwards Mill
road has been closed and a oew road an-
teing the Nashville pike near the old
Id y farm, been open in its stead.Zak ed 
"Game Protective League," re-
cently organized in our county town, is
a good thing if it will only be kept up
and the game laws enforced. "Bird
dogs" should be looked after as well as
"pot hunters" and the misInevous boys.
From observation I know that many
quail nests and young are destroyed
every summer by prowling pointers,
tenets, etc., thereby diminishing the
quail crop fully a third. Now, while
the ball is in motion, let every farmer
go to work and have the excessive tax
al woodlands considerably decreased.
Ts way of taxing woodlands as much
as cultivated fields is earning nearly
every one to cut away Shir timber en-
tirely. There Is no wonder that the
birds of every kind are fast disappear-
log. The forest is their natural home;
they prefer it to any other, and if we
cannot afford to keep what little timber
we have left on amount of an all, absorb.
lug tax a "Protective League," nor any-
thing else, will be able to keep the birds
here. Shake off the tax.
Ow HseassesT
Cooky, Ky., April 16.190I.
ERA ITEMS.
Corn planters are grumbling on 110-
count of so much rain, preventing their
work from going on as rapidly as usual.
The crowd of men who spent last
week on Tradewater river fishing, re-
turned Saturday with a good lot of flab
and report a jolly time.
Prof. Lawson F. Hamby will make
his home in Hopkinsville this year. We
are glad he has obtained a good job.
Miss Adalene Odell visited Mrs. J. P.
Owen last week.
The social given in honor of Misses
Mania Odell. Oors and Vidia Walker at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Holt
6siurday evening was zreatly enjoyed
by all who were present The Era
string band rendered some excellent
music and refreshments were served at
a late hour by tbetr hostesies, Miens
ICia and Eva Holt.
Miss ;tattle O'Dell spent last week
with her sister, Mrs E. S. Walker.
Misses Cora and Vidia Walker visited
Mrs. E. S. Walker Saturday and Sun-
day.
—Terror and World's Delight.
SIRIKE IS A FAILURE,
t.pt Tw• Per Gest Of Misers Quit Wort
Moodily.
I AN stated in the Nsw IcKA's telegraph
etiumns the second strike order of Pres-
ident Woad' of the Centel Mine Work
en for the miners of Ohristian, Hopkins
and Webster wenn'', to lay down their
picks Monday was generally ignored.
Woods' committees were stationed at
the:mines to personalty emphasize the
call which had been published several
days previous
At only one mine did any appreciable
number of men fail to go in. This was
at the Monarch mine, where there was
an exciting shooting affair Sunday be
linen union and nonunion colored min-Ei, in which perhaps' • hundred shots
exohanged and two men woueded
e of these men joined the union.
At Oak Hill, where the power holm
ned Saturday night, not a man was
ng. All geld not more than 2 per
tent of the tots I number of miners are
out. The committeemen were given
the laugh, and the miners went to their
work singing and shouting.
Some of the miners are losing patience
1With the agitators.The nonunion miners outside of Hop-
ne county, at Sebree, Empire and
Wanre., report full forces at work.
f 
roy 
President Woods says in his call that
It is not in keeping with the rules of the
iterganizstion to make & second strike
Order, but claims that be does so be-
came the miners did not understood
7mi first call made Nov. 24 last
MO YOUNG nRIDES
SJ
Hart, ;
Schaffner
& Marx
Tailor
Made
Cloches
Gent's Furnishings!
specialInvitation
To
OUT-OF-TOWN
SHOPPERS.
The Worthier Sort.
We cheerfully re-
fund your money if
not satisfied with
your purchase.
Give us atrial.
IT is c9nceeded by the thousands of visit
ors who swarm-
ed t9 our recent opening and have been in since, that
ours is the most brilliant display and up-to-date col.
lection of Fine Clothing, Hats, Shoes and Gent's Furnish-
ing Goods ever shown in Hopkinsville. The best manu-
facturers in every line are represented here. The cele-
brated ready-made clothing of
66
IN POL1 CS
Congressman W hee le r
Here—His Successor.
An Attractive Device--
Judge Bradley For
Speaker.
Hon. Charles K. Wheeler was in Hop-
kinsville Monday looking after his pol-
Moat fences. Mr. Wheeler's candida-
cy for the United States Senate takes
him out of the race for Congress and
there will be lively times in the Gibral-
tar district in ooneequenoe. 011ie James,
as heretofore stated in the columns of
the Nsw BRA, has announced as a can-
didate for Kr. Wheeler's mat, and the
Hon. Sam D. Orossland has signified
his intention of standing for the nomi-
nation. Judge James B. Garnett, of
Trigg, is being urged to enter the race
and 'to is former Oongressman John K.
Hendrick of Livingston, State Senator
Newt Utley, of Lyon, will be an entry
and several others are being mentioned.
The fusion ticket of Democrats and
bolting Republicans in Christian county
has adopted as a ballot device a rooster
on top of a smokehouse. The negro
voter couldn't keep away from that
combination if be wanted to. —Louis-
rills Times.
"Judge R B. Bradley, of Madisonville,
who was nominated for state represen-
tative on Saturday last, has anhonnoed
himself as a candidate for Speaker be-
fore the next Democratic hones+ caucus
Judge Bradley is one of the best known
Democrats in Western Kentucky. He
was a delegate from this district to the
Kansas City conventien.
Up at Richmond the other night, ex-
G-ovs. Bradley and McCreary, who had
been enemies for some years, met in
the Elks' lodge room, tell on one 'moth-
er's neck, kissed, buried the meat-ax
and made up. The wens was applaud-
ed by the brethren, and as no fatted
calf was at hand, the lodge goat was
duly slaughtered and a feast prepared.
They are both good Elks and members
whom all the boys are very proud to call
brother —Central aleord.
Republican politicians at Washington
are much wrought up over the prospeet
that Tat lor will be brought back to
Kentucky. An effort is being made to
get Gov. Nash, of Ohio, to promise to
protect the fugitive.
The Mayfield index•Dentoorat is au-
thority for the statement that Gus
°cutter is not a prospective candidate
for Governor
The Populists of Trigg county will
bold a mass convention May 18 to de-
termine whether they shall nominateRa
candidate for Representative in the
Legislature.
NORTONYILLE TRAGEDY.
Prom W edneeday 's daily.
A tragedy was enacted at Nortonville
last night when IsaacTodd, a non-anion
miner was shot and killed by Rolexes
Garrett, a union man and ex-employe
of the same company.
Garrett has fled.
Both were young men. Todd was an
estimable young man and his a large
family connection is Ibis county.
The coroner has been sent for and
will hold an inquest. The muse of the
trouble cannot be aseertained definitely
until after the inquest.
TITLED MEN FISHING.
County Attorney Otho Anderson,
Oily Tax 00,11enor Jackson Tate, Jailer
Tom WilHarasoo, Oandidate-for-Sena-
tor John Ireland and Mr. George Hart
have gone into camp on (Nifty meek
and will spend several days fishing.
*)9999999.
* WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
A ON YOUR
PLOW GEAR
. 
.
,.. SEE OUR LINE OF
IS
is Plow Collars, Harness,
els Chains. Backbands,
eb
(0 Bridles, Etc.
/IS
4' We have Just Received an
; 
Elegant Line of
m 
FANCY Duggy HarnessLIGHT D
4s
: 
If you want something Extra Nice and Good
see them before buying.
:: 
Extra Good Hand
We also have a bargain to offer you in an
Made HaRness 
m
: At very little more than you pay for cheap made
Eastern harness. See them and you will be convinced.
You will find full line of cheaper harness at bottom
4' 
prices, also heavy wagon harness, saddles, bridles, etc.
* F, A, YOST & CO.,207 S. Main Street.
fiee*********E;
44- !BOYS M
SPRING
WEAR
1/
f 
4
A JUDGE theCLOTHING we •
TIlE ''DOW ONES.
MANNISH SUIT
A6E.3 
show this
spring by the
best you ever saw—judge it by the
best you ever find. Look at the tai-
loring—it's well done as if the suits
were for men. Look at the bits of
daintiness—Silk Embroidery, Braid-
ing and what not. We are as
Proud of This Boys'
Clothing
as the boys who get int. them.
The latest, the Russian Blouses, 111
for Boys, 3 to 8, every mother
should see.
The best line of $1.50 Boys' Suits
ever shown. Ages from 7 to 15.
J.T.WALL&CO.
'
••; -
'
• r: ••••• i••• `• •
*ow
'Cs
,
„
- 're"
Se.Se
Headquarters
FOR EVIDAYTIIINO IN
HIGH CLAM, UP-TO-DATEI
Dry Goods.
Black Silks, Fancy Silks, Black Drew Goods, (M-
ond Drees Goods, Fancy Goods, White, Goods, Drees
Trimmings, Lace Ourtains and everything to be found
in an up-to-date store. First clam goods at low prices
are genuine bargains, but inferior goods are dear at any
prim. It has always been the aim of this house ta get
the beat and to sell only the beet that a gives' sum of
money can buy.
Carpets kiattings and Linoleums.
In all the new colors and designs. Don't you know
it will pay you to buy from headquarters?
I do not pay railroad fires but I sell goods so cheap
that my customers can pay their own fares and still save
money by trading with me.
Main St. - Hopkinsville,Ky.
te
My Lady's
Breakfast
is Well Served
when the
hot-bread.
hot roll or
muffin is
Royal
Baking
Powder
risen.
Stale fsread for breakfast is a barh_rous;
hot, yeast-risen rolls are dyspeptic.
ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
adds anti-dyspeptic qualities to the
food and makes delicious hot-bread,
hot biscuit, rolls, muffins or griddle
cakes whose fragrance and beauty
tempt the laggard morning appetite,
and whose wholesome and nutritive
qualities afford the highest sustenance
for both brain and body.
The "Royal Baker and Pastry
Cook " -containag over goo
most practical and valuable
cooking receipts-free to
every patron. Send postai
card with your MB address.
There are cheap baking pow-
ders, made from alum, but they
are exceedingly harmful to
heahh. Their &stringent and
cauterizing qualities add a
dangerous element to food.
ental.11A10041POW01114 CO.. KO WItUA61 ST., maw YOWL
RIPLEY JURY
INSTRUCTED
Verdict May Be Reached
On Friday.
Taylor May Soon Flee
Prism Indiana To An-
other State.
16i9OU.1. TO 110W Bac I
PIASILIOST, IT, April 111.-I11-
1111111691111 Were read in she Ripley osse
196W allid are praeldeally the same as is
Ms name sem The mot important
is the Moth, which say. that before
Ripley is atavislad the jury muse be-
lieve beyeadlreasonable daubs that the
detendaall Imbued Into a conspiracy
paisr b Jimmy 300, 1900, to proms
Gashars du& Major opened the ar-
gument far the ihdesse, dosing at nom.
He said no past that Sas been adduced
coonsoeing Ripiey with the conspiracy.
WWianis *posed kr the proseoutios
this afternoon. The cue will go to the
jury tomorrow
Republican friends hare of ex-Gover-
nor Taylor believe that his stay in In
Memewsille will he thou, but they do not
soma 10 see hint brought back to Kis-
lashy.
Geneener Durbin, they believe, has
refased 10 assamit hintedt on the propo-
sides of what he will do in ease of a
requieldss. mid Taylor is sapeoted to
lama Indissapshs. teasporarly at lee*
for either Oldo or Pennsylvania.
Oseamentrealth's /Mornay Franklin
wool anus the requisilies, and says:
"rin is, busy with this trial to think
sheet airy thing else now."
CO. D.
The silmilsene of 0o. D are delighted
With the new equipments whisk were
distributed at the armory lteaday night.
The contest for the medal was spirited.
It was Val by Ms. Junes 0. Anderson.
Ms. Autumn is First Sergeant at the
South Enatacdry Oollege oulate.
WIN SASS SHOE COMPANY.
lir. Edward H. Brews, formerly at
the head of the shoe deportment at the
Richards Oompaity, has souped a po-
sition with the Bus Shoe Company,
where he will be glad to see and wait
on his Mende.
TO LEAVE CLARKSVILLE
Mrs. L. Ci Buford, who has many
Meade hue, has resigned she presides-
eyed the Olszkeville Female Academy
with which she has been 000neosed
matey years and has dose a great and
valuable work. At the close of she
pregame school term she will go so Nuh-
vilio sad establish for • school the pre-
paration of young ladies for university
work.
ANTIOCH NOTES.
A large crowd attended the quarterly
meeting held at Wolf's Chapel Sun-
day by Rev.. Noah and lupin. there
were floe sermons both services.
Mrs. J. H. Joleman leaves soon to
join her Mahood etWillowSprings, Ala.
/Siam Less Fester and Barnard King
were She plasease coo* of Mies Clara
Forbes lase Saturday and Sunday.
I think there will be a wedding in the
near fusers jodging from the frequent
visits that a certain young man in this
vicinity Ispsyiag Poo.
The fermata in this neighborhood have
planted but very little corn.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren, of Sinking
York. payed Mr Richard Talley and
family a visit this week.
Mr. Joe Fruit and sister who have
been quite sick, are ooiredesoent.
Mrs Nan Wilkins is quite sick at her
house this week. FAIRY.
CURIA ECM* *ND 'TOMO HUMORS
TIMOUSII TIE BLOOD -COSTS MOTH
IRS . TO TRY IT.
B. B. B. (Botanic Blood Balm) taken
Internally will kW all the humors in
in the blood that cause the awful itch-
ing of Zones's, Scabs, Scales, Ulcers,
Watery Blissers, Boils, Pimples, Aching
Bones and Joint', Prickly Pains in the
Skis, old, sedng Sore, Ulcers, sta.
Botanic Blood Balm will make the
blood pure and rich, heal every sore and
permanently stop all the itching sensa-
tions. Botanic Blood Balm gives the
nob glow of health to the din. B. B. B.
64 drug stores, $1. Trial treatment free
by writing Blood Balm 0o.. Atlanta. Ga.
Describe trouble and free medical advice
given until oared. Oases nothing to try
B. a. B.. as medicine Is sent prepaid.
libesnee Tees Illowells WM" casimeses.
OW, Qaghsees, any seasupaties terrem.
Shall II ILO 41.14M•arvesiete newel maw,
EXCITEMENT
IS GREAT
Over Threatened In v a-
sion Of Hopkins County.
Feared iBloodshed Would
Result From Indiana
liners' Visit.
,1••••
(Special to Now In.)
MADISONVILLE, Ky., April
There is much excitement hen over the
threatened invasion by Soothers India-
ns dams to try So forte out nonunion
It Is feared that Bloodshed will follow
the invasion. According to reports re-
attired from Evansville, and Boonville,
Ind.. • senator of miners are preparing
to aims to the Hopkins wanly mines
So aid the Kentooky union men in their
efforts to enure osnverts among the
nonunion miners
The situation at the mints remains
poetically unchanged. though both
sides declare they have the upper hand.
Prodding Woods, of the Mine Work-
ers' Associistkm, sas assaalted on the
street of Madisonville and several of the
miners have been threatened by a mob,
which is said to have been led by two
negro preachers.
ROAD TO 110PKINSY1LLE
Free Nashville Urged By “The Bawer"
Of Letter City.
The Nashville Banner says:
We assume, of course, that the bill
which has passed the senate, authoris-
ing the city of Nashville to inning a
million dollars in the construction of a
railroad from Nashville to OlarksvWe,
will permit construction to a point be-
yond. L e.. Hopkinsville, Ky., or some
unseat point, so as to allow • oonneotioo
with the Illinois Central railroad. Such
a road is what the people of Nashville
want, and what they need to remove al
misgivings or mistrusts as to discrimi-
nation or enslave freight or passenger
rates. A oonnecition with a great sys-
tem like the Illinois Oentral will do this
and built and owned by the city will
absolutely insure the independence of
the line.
Whether after the pending bill has
pseud it shall be deemed best to make
the new ace available, or build the read
under the existing general sot, is a mat-
ter which may well be left to the city is
determine. No harm can possibly re-
sult from the passage of the pendia*
bill, even though later on it may be
deemed best to proceed with the ton
struotion of the line under the general
statute allowing oities under certain
conditions so subscribe to the capital
of railroads.
ASSEMBLY PRESBYTERY.
From Wednesday's daily.
The Assembly Presbytery of Kentucky
was called together at the Presbyterian
church at Hodgenville last evening and
will continue in seesion until Thursday
evening. Dr. Hodge, as retiring Mod-
erator, delivered a discourse. Thi.
morning at 10 20 o'clock conference
boor was held and the Scipio of discus-
sion was "Our Personal Needs is Office
Bearer in the Church."
Rev. Frances Les Goff and Judge J.I.
Landis are wisest as representatives of
First Presbyterian church of Hopkins-
villa
LUNATIC PRKIHTENS WIPE.
W. R, Duvall, of Panther, Davies@
county, who was tried in the Oilman
Oonri for lunacy and sent to the asylum
here whoa he had been once or twice
before, returned to his home Monday
morning, and his wife telephoned to the
sheriff to get him again, as he had be-
come violent, and there was danger that
he would kill her or some of their ohil-
dren. He will be sent back to Hopkins-
yUle mos.
He Kept His Leg
Twelve year. ago J. W. Sullivan, of
Hartford, Oonn., scratched his leg with
a rusty wire. Inflammation and blood
poisoning set in. For two years he gut-
tered intensely. Then the best doctors
urged amputation, "but," he writes,
I used one bottle of Electric) Bitters sad
one and a half boxes of Bucklea's
Arnica Salve and my leg was as sound
and well as ever." For eruptions, moo-
ma, tenter, salt rheum, sores and all
blood disorder., Electric Bitten has no
rival on earth. Give them a trial. I
0. Cook's L. L. Elgin's, 0 K. Wyly',
drag none will guarantee satisfoseion
o 
r refund money. pilirri11121Wi=g,N11,1%
COUNTY DADS'
Heart-To-Heart Ta I k s
With Road Owners.
Fiscal Court In Execu-
tiue Session.---Other
News.
From Thursday's daily
The fiscal court is in executive SeeSi011
pondering over the turnpike matter,and
only representatives of the several
roads have been permitted*, be present.
These representatives have been ad-
nit to the room only when their re-
speotive roads were ander mond oration.
The options first placed on the turn-
pikes by the companies aggregated
788.35. The court regarded this valua-
tion as thoessive, and appointed a corn
mittee to wait on the director. with
new propositions. The committee made
the companies an offer of 7014 of the
prim set originally on the roads, and
this cffer was rejected. Today the
rotas met to receive new propositions
it is nuthratood that the new options
shJer a larger reduction and that
some of the companies have submitted
very reasonable propositions
Goon adjourned at 8 :30 o'clock after
completing arrangements for the pur-
chase of all roods except the HoRkins-
ville & Clarks Branch and Hopkins-
vine, Princeton & Omits turnpikes.
"Me prices to be paid for the roads
bought follow:
Kentucky and Tennessee, $9.000
Hopkinsellle, Nashville sod Brad-
shaw, $9,000.
Hopkinson'., Canton and Newskad,
$15,000.
Christian County Union, $94,000.
CHRISTIAN csuitcn REVIVAL.
Elder Powell Is Preschisg A Powerful
Series of Samoa:.
The meetings as thvOhristian church
continue to be fall of interest and en-
thusiasm despise the inclement weather.
Both the meetings of yesterday were
well attended and Mr. Powell's sermons
wore strong sod helpful. The after-
noon sermon was oddreeeed to °brie.
done more especially. The sermon of
the eight was distinctly and powerfully
rrangelistio-being founded upon the
words in the fifteenth °hap*" of Lake,
"Father I Have Sinned" and having for
Its theme "Christ's Doctrine of Sin."
The services are arranged for
today at the usual boars, 3 and 7:80
o'clock p. m. A special arrangement
has been made for the service of tomor-
row night. It will begin at 7:15 o'clock
and close not later than 8:15 o'clock
that all who wish to do so may attend
the Old Fiddlers' contest.
Them meetings will continue for nine
days yet. All are invited So attend
them, especially those who are not
Oluistians.
FARMERS' INSTITUTE.
Godson Two Days-Flu Pregrem
le Arrested.
The Institute at Church
Hill, conducted by the Hon. Ion B
Nall, Omethissioner of Agriculture, m-
elded by Church Hill Grange, will con-
vene tomorrow.
The pregram is euellent in every re-
sped and the meeting promises to be
both interesting and highly profitable.
The attendanee, especially if the
weather is favorable, will be large.
The Institute will continue in session
two dayx
Thousands Sent Into Exile
Every year a large number of poor
sufferers whose lungs are sore and rack-
ed with coughs ore urged to go to an-
other climate. But this is wetly and
not ohm s dire. Don't be an exile
when Dr. King's New Discovery for
consumption will cure you at home. It's
the most infallible medicine for coughs,
colds, and all throat and lung diseases
on earth. The first dose brings relief.
Astounding our* from persistent Use.
50 snots and $1.00. Trial bottle free 111
Anderson & Fowler, J. 0. Omsk. L.
L Elgin and 0. K. Wyly, Might
HOWELL AT MURRAY.
Col. W. R. Howell, commonwealth's
attorney, will address the citizens of
Murray at the courthouse Thursday
night. Everybody is invited to be pre&
mit sad hear Mr. Howell.-Murray
Weekly Ledger.
United Slates Marshal James has ss-
Stiralifte foe reappointment.
--o-
The tweeopstite of the state will Meg
In Lexington Saturday.
-0-
lab Winfrey, of Padnoalt, was fatally
shot in the book at the I. 0. depot Mos
day nighlby an unknown.
-o-
Hub Keeton, WU1 Dickinson and Ed
Softer, under arrest at Bardwell, have
osafeseed to burglarising hardware
stores.
-0-
Will Park and Puri Dodson. 17, of
Beaver Dam, ran away to Owensboro,
to be married, but the girl's father stop-
-it.
-o--
11. ff. Pardon, of Owensboro, has joie
received $10,000 left him by Mi.. Lacy
Neill, of London, England, and E. H.
N ell' , of New Zeeland.
-0-
Charles Linos and Richard Poole have
been idiand at Louisville on a oharge of
dealing brand and unbrandeded tim-
ber from the Ohio river belonging 50 0.
Crane & 00., of Cincinnati.
-o-
Dan Wharton, charged at 'Lebanon
with the murder of his cousin, Will
DfcNeer, has been held without bail.
-0-
J.1, Hathaway has been re-elected
president of the state normal sebeol
0011tied people at Frankfort.
rip
Mew Aire Tear Kbassips I
MACEDONIA NEWS
Died in Dawson, April 13th., little
Reuben E. Fowler, an infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. James E Fowler, former-
ly of this place. Many friends sympa-
thise with the father and mother in
their sorrow. This is the second child
they have lost within the last three
weeks, from whooping cough and pneu-
monia fever.
The telephone that was removed from
this place a few weeks ago will soon be
placed back in the drug store of 1)r. D.
U. White.
TO the Oastleberry correspondent .
1E:hpiassiaG. W. Davis does not preach as
this year
Mrs. Ella r.gbers, of Lewistown, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. H. Ray, of Macedonia.
Attorney W. T. Fowler and L. K.
Fowler, of the drug firm of Anderson &
Fowler, of your city, are here visiting
friends and relatives, but their thief
purpose is fishing.
The rains of last Friday and Saturday
set the farmers back a few days.
Waunipillax.
peesoNAL NOTES. 
rr.iTuesday's daily.M . Emma Bight= is the guest of
friends in flopkinsville. Marion Press.
Rev. E. J. Willis will preach at the
Christian church at Murray tonight.
Mr. E. M. Gooch has been confined to
hashed by illness this week at his home
onEfinth street
Mn. Oors Stine, of Peoria, Ill., is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Abernathy
on South Virginia street.
Mr. J. B Walker is in Mayfield.
Mr. Ike Hart visited Henderson this
week.
Guy Duncan is Tinting friends in Hen-
derson.
Mr. Gus Stevens returned from May-
field Monday.
Edward Hook visited Paducah the
first of the week.
N. Z. Martin, of Guthrie. is in the
oity.
Mr. Webb Winter, from OlarksvUle,
spent yesterday in the city.
Mesas. D P. Smith and E. T. McCar-
ty returned to Oaths this morning.
Ir. R. K. Cooper returned yesterday
frail a basineee trip to Mayfield.
Moire T. J. Hammond and Pariah
Meacham, if OftWer, were in town this
morning.
Hrs. I. A. Melton and Mies Use
°hottest, of Earlingtoo, are the gusts
of Mrs. James H Anderson.
Mrs. John Ireland, of Hopkineville,
hat returned home after a visit to her
mother, Mrs. John Walker -Courier-
Journal.
Mrs. J. W. T. Givens, of Salem,Ohris-
tian county, who has been the guest of
her sister, Mrs. O. L. Short, at Cleopa-
tra, returned home at noon, accompa-
nied by Mies Jennie Robertson.-Owens-
boro Inquirer.
rom Tuesday'. dany.
Mr. Trabae Anderson has gone to
Oklahoma to live.
Miss Ladle Sullivan, of Trenton,is in
the city.
Mrs. Mattis Hopson end Miss Lissie
Garrett. of Oak Grove, were in the city
yesterday.
Mr. Pi T. Fox owns over from Hop-
kinnille this morning. - Owensborc
Messenger.
Mr. James Bramham left this morn-
ing for Owensboro to take a position in
his brother's store.
Kra William M. Evans, of Louisville,
is the guest of her parents, Mr. and 1Lys.
W. H. Barr, near the oily. Mrs Evans
was formerly Miss Jennie Barr, of this
city, a popular and attractive young
lady.
OIL I IBIS.
Ed Brown and Archie O'Daniel, of
Fairview were the rued. of 0. T. Wil-
liams' family Saturday signs and Sun-
day.:
Dr. Sargent, of Hopkiniville, was
called to see Mr. G. W. Henderson
Wednesday, we are sorry that Mr. Hen-
deeson is worse again.
James Moss is very stet with onen-
Monis at this writing. He was taken
ski at his father's, R. V. Moss, several
day. ago and has not been able to be
moved home.
Messrs. Ben F. Oalvin, of the Pine
Knob Vioinity, James R. Henderson
Wife and son, and J. Old Henderson,
of Lay tonaville, visited the family of
Goo. Henderson last week.
[ 0. T. William., postmaster of this
liars paid R. V. Moss' family a short
gisit Sunday morning.
Mrs. O. T. Williams and Miss Maud
Clark visited friends and relatives in
tour town Saturday and Sunday.
M. L. O'Daniel visited Mrs. Sue
Tucker Sunday.
Owen G. Little, three years old son of
times W. Powell is sick with chills.
• L. B. O'Daniel who has been lick
Pith chills and fever is up again.
Col. I. J Tooker visited friends over
Todd county Saturday and Sunday
ESSEX.
THE BICYCLE.
Hu wine to stay. Four years ago the
o.
ole was carried to a dizzy height of
Ipopularity. All the world seemed &-
Wheel. Old and young, rich and poor,
l Men actually bought bicycles who iallie and female were alike infected.
should have bought clothes The coon
try was bicycle mad.
The growth of oyoling was too mush-
r000y. It did not require the tongue of a
prophet to tell that reaction or dropping
off in the business must come sooner or
later. It did come and some of the
madness subsided. Bus thousands of
good wheels are still being Mann
factored every year and sold for good
healthy, practical nue, and should one
reader feel the need of a good high
grade easy running bicycle it will mir
thinly psy you to call and see my line
of Ramblers and °raiment' before buy-
ing. Priem are lower than ever before
and wheels better. Yours Very Re-
R.spoon ally , JAOK MEADO 
F It
POST OFFICE
Matters Of Much Local
Interest.
Salaries Increased.--Free
Delivery.-Rural Routes.
--New Stamps.
As a result of the Increased postofilee
receipt§ as shown by reports for the
year ending March 31, three promotions
were given to clerks in the Hopainsville
postoffioe, formal notice of which was
received this morning by Postmaster
Breathitt. Each gets as increase in
salary of $100 a year. Elbert Turner is
advanced from $400 to $600, and Alex
Overshiner and Will Williamson from
$500 to 1600.
--
Messrs MoOtsin and P'Pool will, if
the weather is good. complete the work
of numbering the houses in the next
four or five days.
The inspeceor will arrive hers the first
of next month and complete arrange-
ments for tree mail delivery to begin
July 1.
The Hopkinsville carriers, by the way
will wear shirtwaists, if they want to
An order was drafted yesterday by Su-
perintendent Maohen of the free deliv-
ery service, allowing letter Daniell dur-
ing heated terms to wear men's shirt
waists or a loose fitting blouse instead
of a ooat and vest. It was signed by
Postmaster General Smith.
The rural routes from here to Fair
view and along the Canton road will be
established as soon as the inspector can
come here and go over the routes. There
are only four rural route inspectors in
the United States, and as the service is
being established in many places it takes
them a good while to get around. The
rural free delivery service is undoubt-
edly one of the best innovations of mod-
ern days. Besides the convenience of
haring mail delivered to residencies in
the country and Romany ethos silvan
sages it gives those living in the *ves-
try an opportunity to get a daily paper
each day, without having to go in some
Witham several miles for it. The law
provides specifically for the delivery of
▪ oopy of pow to esbecriber whore
the subscriber lives in the same unity
where the paper is published. That is
anyone in Christian county who is on
the line of ose of the various rural
route. can have the KENTUCKY NEW
ERA delivered daily at his residence,
but it cannot be delivered in this way
out of the county. Nor can an outside
paper be delivered on the route unless
It is regularly stamped. The county
paper doss not require the stamp, but is
paid for itA the rate of so much per pound
at the Hopkinsville postofiloe.
Rural carriers are required to take
with them on their trips for the accom-
modation of their patrons a sun:Omit
supply of 'tamps, stamped envelopes
and portal cards. If an unstamped let-
ter and' the requisite amount of mousy
are found in the box minders are in-
'eructed So affix the necessary stamp.
They can also register letters and pack-
ages as at the Hopkinsville office. They
are also authorised to accept money for
money orders and to mail them without
returning to the sender when so desired.
'Witty are required to othoel the stamps
on all leases collected by them. The
Oarnar can deliver letters collected that
are addressed so other patrons on his
route without bringing them to the of-
fice.
In abort, all rural route carriers are
small traveling postoffloes.
Before long, Postmaster Breathitt
will have some "new spring styles" in
stamps to offer to the public) as the third
Assistant Posmaster General gives notice
that the Pan-American series of postage
stamps will be ready for delivery to
postmasters the latter part of April
The series will include six stamps, and
them will be, according to his state-
ment, "the most artistic series ever
issued from the department."
The denomination, subject, color, etc.
of each stamp are officially described as
follows:
One cent, lake steamer, green, fast
lake navigation.
Two cent, railway train, rcd, fast ex-
press.
Four cent, automobile, red brown, au-
tomobile.
Five cent, steel arch bridge, blue
bridge at Niagara Falls.
Eight cent, ship canal looks, lilac,
canal looks at Sault Ste. Marie.
Ten cent, ocean steamship, light
brown, fast ocean navigation.
JUDGE LANDES, MODERATOR.
The Assembly Presbytery cf Kentucky
was called together at Hodgenville
Tuesday night. After a sermon by Dr.
Peyton H. Hoge, the body was organis-
ed by sleeting Judge Joseph I Landes.
elder in the Presbyterian church in
Hopkinson's, Moderator, and the Rev.
George Dickey, of Loubrville, secretary.
A large number of ministers from all
pans of the state are present bight/3o
THE OLD FIDDLERS. TIED MOTHER
The complete program of the Old
Fiddlers' Contest at Union Tabernacle
to-night has been announced, and
as there is a general desire to know
what it will be, the Nsw
publishes it in full.
THE PROGRAM,
1. Violin Duet, 
. Misses Starling and Elgin
9. Dixte,...Band, orchestra and fiddlers
8. Individual contest, class No. 1 ..
 
Ten performers
4. Family contest, three or more gener-
ations.
5. March, Captain Gmeral,....Orchestra
6. Cornet Solo, Robin Adair, 
 L Ward
7. Auld Lang 137ne,..
... ...Band, orchestra and fiddlers
8 Oontest, All performers over 60 years
old.
9 Contest . Olarksville
quartet vs. Hopkineville quartet.
10. Selection, Albanian.... Girard's band
11. Violin Solo, Leonarde's Souvenir
de Hayden, Miss Blanche B.
Winfield, Clarksville.
10. The Girl I Left Behind Me, 
 
Band, orchestra and fiddlers
IL Individual contest, class No. 3..
Ten performers
14. Contest, Christian
County vs. City of Hopkins-Mlle
15. Cooteet Ken-
tacky vs. Tonnes et, classes of ten
16. Individual coo Oat, clam No.3..
Ten performers
Awarding of pr see by Mr. John !e-
land, Maser of Ceremonies.
17. Old Kentucky Home, 
 Baud, orchestra and fiddlers
Thenst of judges follows:
Messrs. W. W. Barksdale, of Clarks-
ville; H. H. Holman. of Madisonville;
John R. Wylie, of Princeton, and Mes-
dames A. W. Wood and Ford Wilkin-
son, of Hopkinsville.
OLD TUNES.
Contestants will play sneh selections
as: Fisher's Horn Pipe, Long Bill
Cheatham, Jordan Am a Hard Rood to
Travel, Leather Breeched', Highland
Fling, Zip Ooon, Off for Charleston,
Billy in the Low Ground, Arkansas
Traveler, Downfall of Paris, Grey
Eagle, Jitney Put the Kettle On, 01'
Molly Ran', The Girl I Left Behind
Me, Money Musk, doldiere' Joy, Old
Gray Horse, and other old time pieces.
A 000D SHOW COMING.
Prof. Gentry's famous Dog and Posy
Show will exhibit in this city at I 13
and 8 p m. Thursday, April S5th. It is
a good show and thoroughly worth at-
tending. The entire trainload of ani-
mals which include the new features
for this year have all been trained to
perform some new sot which entirely
eclipses all their former efforts. Prof.
Gentry's show this year is twice Its
former sise and better than ever before.
Tents located near Acme Mille, on
Oampbell 85. Admiselon : children, 36o;
adults, tho.
BASE BALL
SEASON OPENS.1
any Hopkinsville
base ball "fans"
an greatly inter-
ested In the open
big of the Nation-
al League season
The first gams
will be played to-
day. but Wed
nee lay, the Amer
loan League inaugurates its seams. •
day later the Western Aasootation be
gins operations on the ball field, and
the Western League on May?. It will
not be long, therefore, until the sound
of the gong and the (week of the bat are
heard on the green diamond.
Both the National and American lea-
gues are ready to begin hostilities. The
latter organisation may expect war from
the National. In the Miss where there
are both National and American league
clube it is stated to be the purpose of the
older organisation to distribute free
passes with a liberal hand, and thus try
to freese out the American clubs.
The National league has made some
important changes in the rules sad the
American league has decided Shoe the
old rules are good enough.
Here are the principal changes tadot
the new rules:
1. Fouls are called strikes except
when the batter already has two strikes.
9. A pitched ball that hits the batter
is called a ball and the batter does not
get a base.
8. The catcher must stand within
ten feet of the batter all the time. This
means that he must catch "off the bar
all the time.
4. The pitcher not allowed to
-warm up" while in position between
innings or during innings by throwing
the ball to other players.
5 The pitcher must deliver the ball
to the batter within twenty seconds af-
ter the better feces him.
All over the country minor league
Seams and college teams are wrestling
with the question of which one of the
is
ERA today
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And Thrust Her 0 ray Head
In Flames.
Frightful Deed Of Young
rlaniac.--R4urned To
AsYluin•
From Thursday's flaw,
Roy GonlineY, • Ssatic, tied his
aged mother with a rope Wednesday
and thrust her head tato a fire plain.
LOST HIS MIND
Courtney is about ; enty-two years
of age, and is • son the late John
Courtney, a highly Mespected oinsen
The young man lost his mind several
years ago and was sent to the Western
Asy lam for the Insane. He soaped
from the institution in his night clothes
one cold night during the winter of
1900 and was found after several hours'
search nearly frosen. After rsoovering
from illness brought on by the ex-
posure, his mind wao gulch improved,
and last August be ingsdisoharged from
the asylum as cured.' Since that time
he has been living on his mother's farm
about two miles from the city near the
Greenville road. Until a few days ago,
when he began acting strangely, his
amity had seemed to be entirely re-
stored. During this week his conduct
and conversation indicated that his mid
was unbalanced, but the family re-
garded him as harmless. About eleven
o'clock, as Mrs Courtney, who is about
sixty -five yews of age, was attending to
her household duties, Roy stealthily sio
proaohed her from behind and threw
over her shoulders a small rope which
he had made into a running noose. Be-
fore his mother had sufficiently re-
covered from her surprise and fright to
make any resistance he had securely
pinioned her arms with the rope.
DRAGGED NCR.
Laughing with maniacal glee and cry
ins, "Now, I've got you where I've al-
ways wanted you," he dragged the un-
fortunate lady into the dining room
and, despite her struggles, pushed her
bead foremost into the fireplace By a
desperate effort she es000ded in freeing
herself from the orssy boy's grasp, but
sot until she hid been frightfully burn-
ed on her bead and feu and all her
hair had been burned off.
Mrs. Courtney's *creams were finally
heard by her son Thad, who was some
distance away on the farm. When he
ran to the house, Rey left and went to
the stable lot and stood in the rain until
3 o'clock in the afternoon, when Depu-
ty Sheriff Barnes, who had been tele-
phoned of the occurrence, arrested him
and brought him to town.
ADJUDGED INSANE. .
A jury was summoned, and the young
mar ens adjudged insane and sent
again to the asylum. Mee. Ciourtney,
while suffering greatly from the sho oh
and her burns, will recover.
-a
THE
RACKET,
The Big Store.
We are again before the public with our
many bargains. Notice a few of its many bar-
gains on Beconk Floor:
Tinware Department.
Tin dippers II, 4, 6.8 and 10o. Good
wash pan. 4, 5, 7 and 9o. Granite weal)
pans 100 and up. Dairy milk pans 2, 8,
4, 6,11, T, 5, 9, 100 and up. Pie visite'
5o. Dish pans 10, 19, 18, 10o and up.
0*.padores 6, 10 and 111 Tin cops 1
and $o. We have a big lot of tin Buck-
ets frogs 1 qt to 19 qts at low prices
Berg whirps Sc. Ooffee poi stands Sc.
Teaspoons So doses Lmwe spoons Sc
set. Basting spoons Sc. Tie fondles Sc
Nutmeg graters lo. Meat forks, $o.
And many other bargains in tin ware
Good hand saws MI, 50o and up Oar-
pesters' planes cheap, Took hammers
so. Oarpenters' bemuses 10. 140 and
up Hatchets 10. 15o and up. Hand
saw handles 10o and up Spirit levels
10. 25 30 and up Saw sets too and up
Ti.m Thumb hand rivel•rs Sae Oar
pet'rs squares 100. O•rpenti-re his
brans as low es 10e draft Wolfe and up
Hand saw A .s 4. 5 and 10o. Mill saw
ales leo Horse shoe rasps 26o and up.
Hone shoe banitness $50 Horse shoe
pinoben and knives at baitgaths.
Painting trowels 100 Plastering
trowels as low as 56o. Carpet Sacks le
box. Matting tacks to. Shoe brads Sc.
Good padlocks as low as So. Door locks
at bargains.
Curry combs 4, 5, 10 and lie. Hone
brushes as low as 100. Paint and var-
nish bnohes 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 190 and
up. White wash brushes 6, 10, 111, 18o
and up. Shoe brushes 100. Bomb
brushes 5, 5, 10 and 180. Also bargains
in stove brushes. Halter ropes 100.
Good halters 110o. Good clothes
wringers for $1.00, old prim $1.85.
Clothes lines, 40eS only 190. Tire
shovels Si. Many other bargains in tin
and hardware not mentioned.
We are still veering straw matting.
at 10, 11, 19, 15, 16, 90, IL 16 and Ns.
A plenty of it for you so meleet teem
and pretty designs.
Good ingrain Corpse 1 yd wide. MO
low Id SSC
Another sew lot of Lane Outman&
price Se, 69. The. 1.111, 1 and up.
These canalise are bargain...
03°1 felt Window Anodes, ready for
use. only 10o.
Heavy sloth shades ia different colon
itio Heavy dub with triage U sad
up eci 711o. Oheeille Forster Cana's.,
3.19, 289 and up. Tapestry
Cansini, 1 76,1.10 and up Lets style
mutate poles on y 10. Large poles, all
cosepiete, only 194 Tbesea,. the poles
that we have sold at 116o.
We are showing a big line of Russ,
(see them) pr oes U, 51,71, 96, 1 00, 1.96
and up. Taw/ ore new and in pretty
designs. We hays many other differ-
ent goods on amend AM that are not
mentiosed.
We memo quote priest on goods on
Arse ri o, or, but we are still elbowing a big
line of Loco Embroidery, Alfarer LOOS
and Entbrothery, Laws. Ifeshwees,
Hosiery. Ladies' /OWL sad Istleed
Underwear, Ladies'llishe Waists sad
Ready-made Dress Skirts and Taney
Undershirts, Now Spring Dress (oods,
Domestics, Prints, Notiose. Cessionary,
Men's Shins, a new line of Ladies' sad
Men's Shoes, Slippers, Mon's Suspend-
ers, Hata, Ladles' Trimmed Hats sad
Flowers, Boys' Shirts, and many other
awful merchandise.
Come to The Racket and see its many New
Spring Merchandise.
J. M. WARD,
Manager.
Get Ready for Spring.
Your Roof should be painted at once before
the warm weather. If there is any patching or
new roofing or guttering have it done at once.
We are prepared to do this kind of work
promptly and reliably.
Gs 4:";
Tel. 102-3. Virginia St.
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WE FIT THE HARD-4041T:
.E
E
.e4c.()%1 PICKWICK,Sys-rtm
1146r5hop. cIodlr
flord-ki-fit-rten
MEM
=EWE ammo. =am
GROSSMAN. l'AIGNAeaCiArgeaC11=- ti EU/ YORK,
rme elating for rat men.
E It is more true this season than evol3r before that "we fit
E the hard to fit." We extend a special invitati
on to fat men to
E
call and see three lines of suits we are showing-
Fine Blue Serges Sizes 37 to 48, at 4115.00
E Neat Check Worsteds, sizes 37 to 47, at 4115.00Very Fine Stripe Worsteds, $
22.50Just such a suit as you men pay $40 for at the
tailor shop, sizes 37 to 44, our price, - - -
• II•Andcrson& Co.
516112EPIE
iI We have purchased the J. H. Dagg Planing
Respectfully
SOLICIT  BUSINESS 173,
Mill and Building Plant and
On Building Materials of All Kinds or to
'Srcoti Home. fav
The very beet work and prompt service guaranteed.
flag FINN Mill 8( EOM!
IS36115/Sliffaiiiite namstain
•44.
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Woanrearoar, April 14. In this dis-
course Dr. Tabnage seta forth religion
as an exhilaratioo and urges all peo-
ply to try its uplifting power; text.
Proverbs Hi, 17, -11er way:: tire ways
of pleasantness."
Too have all beard of God's only be-
gotten Si. Have you heard of God's
daughter? She was horn in heaven.
She came down over the hills of our
world. She had queenly step. On her
brow was celestial radiance. Her
voice was music. Her name Is Reli-
gious. My text Introduces her. "Her
ways are ways of pleasantness, and all
her paths are pose*" But what is re-
ligion? The feet is that theological
shady has had a different effect upon
we from the effect 'sometimes pro-
duced. Even' Year I tear out another
leaf from my theology until I bare
only three or four leaves left-in other
words, a very brief and plain state-
Meet of Christian belief.
An agod Christian minister mid:
"When I was a young man. I knew
everything; when 1 got to be $6 years
II ego. in my creed I had only a bon-
died doctrines of religion; when I PK
to be 40 years of age, L had only $60
Ocietrines of religion: when 1 got to be
110 years of age, I had only 10 doctrines
of religion; and now I am dying at 15
years or ark and thefts, le ally one
Mal I know, and that la that Christ
Jaw canto into the world to save shi-
llala" And so 1 have noticed in the
seedy of God's word, and in my con-
templation of the ebaracter of God
and of the eternal world, that it Is
nectesory for me to drop this part of
my belief and that part of my belief
as being nonessential. while I cling to
the one great doctrine that man is a
sinner, and Christ Is his Almighty, and
divine Saviour.
Now, I take these three or tour leaves
of my theology, and I And that, in the
first place and dominant above all oth-
ers, Is the sunshine of religion. When
I go into a room, I have a passion for
throwing open all the shutters. That
Is wbatd want to do this morning. We
111, apt to throw so much of the sepul-
easel into our religion and to close the
Shutters and to pull down the blinds
that It is only through here and there a
'crevice that the light streams. The re-
ligion of the Lord Jest's Christ is a re-
ligion of joy indescribable and unut-
terable. Wherever I can find a bell I
mean to ring H.
fliaaalbse at Religion.
If there are any in this house this
morning who are disposed to hold on
in thief: melancholy and gloom, let
deem now depart this service before
the fairest and the brightest and the
most radiant being of all the universe
comes In. God's Son has left our
world. but God's daughter is here.
Give her room! Hail. Princess of
Heaven! Hall, daughter of the Lord
God Almighty! Come In and make
this house thy throneroom!
In setting forth this idea the domi-
nant theory of religion is one of sun-
shine. I hardly know where to begin,
for there are so many thoughts that
rush upon my soul. A mother saw her
little child seated on the floor in the
sunakthe and with a spoon in her
She said, "My darling what are
slang there?' "Oh," replied the cb$d,
"I am getting a spoonful of this sun-
Milos." Would God that today I might
present you with a gleaming chalice of
this glorious, everlasting gospel sun-
shine!
First of all. I find a great deal of sun-
shine in Christian society. I do not
know of anything more doleful than
the companionship of the mere fun-
Makers of the world - the Thomas
Hoods. the Charles Lambs. the Charles
Mothowses of the world-the men whom
entire busbies* it is to make sport.
They make others laugh, but if you
will mainine their autobiography or bi-
opiegby you will find that &len in
their soul there was a terrific disqule-
tune. Laughter is no sign of happiness.
The maniac laughs. The hyena laughs.
The loon among the Adirondack'
laughs. The drunkard, dashing his de-
canter against the wall, laughs.
There is a terrible reaction from all
sinful amusement and sinful merri-
ment. Such men are cross the next
day. They snap at you on exchange or
they peas you, not recognizing you.
Coing ago I quit mere worldly society
tor the reason It was so dull, so inane
*ad se stupid. My nature is voracious
of goy. I must have it.
Fammatme Longevity.
I always walk on the sunny aide of
the street, and for that reason I have
crossed over into Christian society. I
like their mode of repartee better.
Ilk, their style of amusement better.
They live longer. Christian people, I
amieetlines notice, live on when by all
natural kw they ought to have died.
I have known persons who have con-
tained In their existence when the doc-
tor sold they ought to have been dead
tea years. Every day of their exist-
ence was a defiance of the Lasts of anat-
omy and physiology, but they had this
111 111 21lat5ra1 vivacity of the gospel in
Whit nwl, and that kept them alive.
PM le or 12 Christian people in a
mew for Christian cooversation, and
yea from 8 to 10 o'clock bear more
ressondlog glee, see more bright strokes
of wit and find more thought and pro-
fosod satisfaction than In any merely
worldly party. Now. when 1 say a
"worldly party." I mean that to which
you are invited because under all the
eiresastances of the case it Is the best
for you to be invtted. and to which you
go bents* under all the circumstances
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of the case it Is better that you go. and,
leaving the shawls on the second floor,
you go to the parlor to give formal sal-
utation to the host and the hostess and
then move around, spending the whole
evening in the discussion of the weath-
er and in apology for treading on long
trains and in effort to keep the corners
of the mouth up to the sign of pleas-
ure and going around with an idiotic
h.-he about nothing until the collation
Is served and then, after the collation
is servo,, going back again into the
parlor to resume the weather and then
at the (-lose going at a very late hour
to the host and hostess and ensuring
them that you have had a most delight-
ful evening and then passing down or
the front steps, the slam of the door
the only satisfaction of the evening. I
0 young man come from the coun-
try to spend your days in city life, I
where are you gob( to opted Your I
evenings? Let me tell yon, while
there are many places of innocent '
worldly amusement, It tamest wise for
you to throvr your body, mind and soul
Into Christian society. Come to me at
the close or five years and tell we what
has been the result of this advice.
Bring with you the young man who re-
fined to take the advice, and who
went into sinful amusement. He will
come dissipated, shabby in apparel, In-
disposed to look any one in the eyes.
moral character ea per cent Mr. You
will come with principle settled, coun-
tenance frank, habits good, soul saved.
and all the inhabitants of heaven, from
the lowest angel up to the archangel
and clear past him to the Lord God
Almighty, your coadjutors.
Joys elbrilweimm
This is not the advice of a mis-
anthrope. There is no man in the
house to whom the world is brighter
than it is to me. It is not the advice
of a dyspeptics-my digestion is per-
fect; it is not the advice of a man who
cannot understand a joke or who pre-
fere I funeral; it is not the advice of
a wornout man, but the advice of a
man who can see this world in all Its
brightness, and considering myself
competent In judging what is good
cheer I tell the muttitudes of young
men that there is nothing in worldly
associations so grand and so beautiful
and so exhilarant as in Christian so-
ciety.
I know there is a great deal of talk
about the self denials of the Christian.
I have to tell you that where the '
Christian has one self denial the man
of the world has a thousand self dt-
nials. The Christian Is not com- I
mended to surrender anything that is
worth keeping. But what does a man
deny himself who denies himself the
religion of Christ! He denies himself
pardon for sin; he denies himself peace
of conscience; he denies himself the
Joy of the Holy Ghost; be denies him-
self a comfortable death pillow; he
denies himself the glories of heaven.,
Do not talk to me about the self de-
nials of the Christian We. Where
there IN one in the Christian life there
are a thousand in the life of the world.
"Her ways are ways of pleasantness."
Again. I find a great deal of religious
sunshine in Christian and divine ex-
planation. To a great many people life
Is an inexplicable tangle. Things turn
out diRerently from what was suppos-
ed. There is a useless woman • in per-
fect health. There is an industrious
and consecrated woman a complete in-
valid. Explain that. Tiler* is a bad
man with $30,000 of income. There is
a good man with $000 of income. Why
Is that? There Is a foe of sodety who
lives on, doing all the damage he can.
ton Years of ago, and here is a Chris-
tian father, faithful in ever i depart-
ment of life, at 35 year, of age taken
away by death, his family left helpless.
Explain that. Oh, there is no sentence
that oftener drops from your lips than
this: "I cannot understand it; I cannot
understand it"
Orals& Ceeattalettleas.
Well, mow religion comes In just at
that point with its illumillatton and its
totplanttlos. Theis Is I 1/111dIsses man
Who has kilt his OSUMI twill,. The
week Wets he lot his fettithe therewere * &MIMI... that 'Moped at the
ROO of MO MIMI The *NO Ow.
W WI leeMIow el theeilffiejell
fee RAM MIMI 08 Otis Saw Tflomot 411118141 traiffih. hops
pimple all lasie aN Notir *a NI him at
ha pined dowo the stns. 'no weak
GIs aaasetal prospect, wan ender 4111.
Nowise people just Witched their bats
without anywise bonding the rim. The
week that he was pronounced insolvent
people just jolted their beads as they
passed, not tipping their hats at all.
and the week the sheriff sold him out
all his friends were looking in the store
windows as they went down past him.
New, while the world goes away from
a man while he is in financial distoess,
the religion of Christ comes to him and
says: "You are sick, and your sickness
is to be moral purification. You are be-
reaved. God wanted in some way to
take your family to heaven, and he
must begirt somewhere, and so he took
the one that was most beautiful and
was most ready to go." I do not say
that religion expWns everything In
this life, but I do say it lays down cer-
tain principles which are stolidly con-
soLstory. You know business men of-
ten telegraph in cipher. The merchant
In San Francisco telegraphs to the mer-
chant in New York certain information
in cipher which no other man In that
line of business can understand. but
the merchant in San Francisco has the
key to the cipher, and the merchant in
New York has the key to the cipher,
and on that Information transmitted
there are enterprises involving hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. Now,
the providence's of life sometimes seem
to be a senseless rigmarole, a mysteri-
ous cipher. hut God has a key to that
cipher, and the Christian a key to that
cipher, and though he may hardly IA
able to spell out the meaning be gets
enough of the meaning to understand
that it is for the best. Now, Is there
not sunshine in that? Is there not
pleasure in that? Far heyoud laughter,
ills nearer the fountain or tears than
boisterous demonstration. Have you
never cried for joy? There are tears
which are eternal rapture in distilla-
tion.
Nveerthiag 'Captained.
There are hundreds of people who
are walking day by day in the sublime
satisfaction that all is for the best, all
things working together for good for
their soul. How a man can get along
through this life without the explana-
tion is to me a mystery. What, is that
child gone forever? Are you never to
get It back? Is your property gone for-
e.er' is your soul to be bruised and
to he tried forever? Have you no ex-
planation, no Christian explanation,
and yet not a maniac? But when you
have the religion of Jesus Christ In
your soul it explains everything so far
as it is best for you to understand.
You look off in life, and your soul Is
full of thanksgiving lp God that you
are so much better off than you might
be. A man passed down the street
without any shoes and said: "I have no
shoes. Isn't It a hardship that I have
no shoes? Other people have shoes.
No shoes, no shoes!" until be saw •
man who bad no feet. Then he learned
a lesson. You ought to thank God for
what he does instead of grumbling for
waft he does not God arranges all
the weather in this world-the spiritual
weather, the moral weather as well as
the natural weather. "What kind of
weather will it be today?" said some
one to a fanner. The fanner replied,
"It will be such weather as I like."
"What do you mean by that?" asked
the other. "Well." said the farmer.
"It will be such weather as pleases the
Lord, and what pleases the Lord pleas-
es me."
Ob. the sunshine, the sunshine of
Christian explanation! Here Is some
one bending over the grave of the dead.
What Is going to be the consolation?
The flowers you strew upon the tomb?
Oh, no! The services read at the grave?
Ob. no! The chief consolation on that
grave is what falls from the throne of
God. Sunshine. glorious sunshine-
resurrection sunshine!
Saperiaatuoral Vieleta,
Again, I find • great deal of the sun-
shine of th:s Bible and of oar religion
in the climacteric joys that are to come.
A man who gets up and goes out from
a concert right after the opening volun-
tary has been played and before the
prima donna sings or before the or-
chestra begins has a better idea of that
concert than that man has who sup-
poses that the chief joys of religion
are in this world. We here have only
the first note of the eternal orchestra.
We shall in that world have the joy of
discovery. We will In five minutes
catch up with the astronomers, the ge-
ologists, the scientists, the philosophers
of all ages, who so far surpassed us in
this world. We can afford to adjourn
astronomy and geology and many of
the *deuces to the next world, because
we shall there have better apparatus
and better opportunity. I must study
these sciences so far as to help me in
my work., but beyond that I must give
myself to saving my own soul and sav-
ing tbe souls of others, knowing that
In one flash of eternity we will catch it
all. Oh, what an observatory in which
to study astronomy heaven will be,
not by power of telescope, but by su-
pernatural vision, and, If there be some-
thing doubtful 10,000,000 miles away,
by one stroke of the wing you are
there, by another stroke of the wing
you are back again, and all in less timo
than I tell you, catching it all in one
flash of eternity.
And geology! What a place that will
be to study geology when the world is
being picked to pieces as easily as a
schoolgirl in botanical lessons pulls the
leaf from the corolla! What a place to
study architecture, amid the thrones
and the palaces and the cathedrals-St.
Mark's and St. Paul's rookeries in com-
parison.
Sometimes you wish you could make
the tour of the whole earth, going
around as others hate gone, but you
have hot the Uwe, you hate hot the
iistsaiti. toe *ill Mahe the twit Yet
titie wig* in OW 4111411;
Illithsfit. I HI then thillee bit
Ike 14iffiNfi 11, MONO Deiff011 WHO IFS
Ifl 11011F
11110010 101 WHOM life 14 111011144114, who
oo4 work Poi ioll oo4 Welk Mel
aspire After hnoWledge, but Have OR
IU)S In let it and say, "If I had the
opportuulties which other people have,
how I would fill my mind and soul
with grand thoughts!" Be not dis-
couraged, my friends. You are going
to the university yet Death will only
matriculate you•into the royal college
of the universe.
Peace luallase.
What a sublime thing it was that
Dr. Thorawell of South Carolina
uttered In his last dying moments:
As he looked up he said. "It opens; it
expands. It expands." Or as Mr. Top.
lady, the author of "Rock of Ages," in
his last moment or during his last
hours looked up and said, as though
he saw something supernatural.
"Light!" and tben as he came on near-
er the tlykyr moment, his countenance
more luminous, he cried, "Light!" and
at the very moment of his departure
lifted both hands, something super-
natural In his countenance as be cried
"Light!" Only another name for sun-
shine.
Besides that, we shall have all the
pleasures of association. We will go
right up in the front of God without
any fright. All our sins gone, there
will be nothing to be frightened about.
There our old Christian friends will
troop around us. Just as DOW one of
your sick friends goes away to Florida,
the land of flowers, or to the south of
France, and you do not see him for a
long white. and after awhile you meet
him, and the hollows under the eyes
are all tined. and the appetite has come
hark. and the crutch boo been thrown
away, Atli( he is SC changed you hardly
know hit.. You say. "Wao, 1 never
saw yr/6 look so well." He says: "I
couldn't help but be Sell. I have been
•41 VV.., WM er
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Nailing theme rivers and climbing them
mountains, and that's how I got this
relativity. I never was so well." Oh,
my friends, your departed loved ones
ere only ow:0 for the'ir health In a bet-
ter climate, Ati,I %hell you meet them '
they will be so chang4.il you will hardly
know them, they will be so very much
.•hanged, and after awhile, when you
are assured that they are your friends,
your departed friends, you will say:
"Why, where is that cough? Where Is
that paralysis? Where is that pneu-
WOW:. Where is that consumption?"
well! "ehere are no sOhik1 ones am Pinntirtehlyis
And he will say:
country. 1 have been ranging theme
hills and hence this elasticity. I have
been here now j.'01-19, and not one
sick one have I seen. Nee are all well
In this climate."
Join the Chorea
And then 1 stand at the gate of the
celestial icy to see the processions
come out, and I see a long procession
of littlo children with their arms full
of flowers, and then I see a procession
of kings and priests moving in celes-
tial pageantry-a long procession, but
no black tasseled vehicle, no mourning
group-and I say: "How strange it he
Where is your Greenwood? Where Is
your Laurel Hill? Where is your West-
minster abbey?" And they shall cry.
"There are no graves here." And then
listen for the tolling of the old belfries
of heaven, the old belfries of eternity.
I listen to hear them toil for the dead.
but they toll not for the dead. Tbey
only strike up a silvery chime, tower to
tower, east gate to west gate, as they
ring out. "They shall hunger no more,
neither thirst any more, neither shall
the sun light on them nor any beat. for
the Lamb which is In tbe midst of the
throne shall lead them to living foun-
tains of water. and God shall wipe
away all tears from their eyes."
Oh. unglove your hand and girl it to
not in congratulation utt that scene! I
feel as if I could shout. I will shout.
Dear Lord, ferries me that I ever com-
plained about anything. If all this Is
before us, who cares for anything but
God and heaven and eternal brother-
hood? Take the crape off the doorbell.
Your loved ones are only away for
their health in a land ambrosial. Come,
Lowell Mason. Come, Isaac Watts.
Give us your best hymn about joy ce-
1.•stial.
Nehat is the use of postponing our
heaven any longer? Let It begin now,
and whosoever bath a harp let her
thrum it, and whosoever bath a trum-
pet let him blow it, and whosoever bath
AD organ let Wm give us a full diapa-
son. They crowd down the air, spirits
blessed, moving in cavalcade of tri-
umph. Their chariot wheels whirl in
the Sabbath sunlight They come.
Halt, armies of God! Halt until we are
ready to join the battalion of pleasures
that never die.
Oh, my friends, it would take a ser-
mon as long as eternity to tell the joys
that are coming to us. I just set open
the sunshiny door. Come in, all ye
disciples of the world who have found
the sunshiny door. Come in, all ye
disciples of the dance. and see the
bounding feet of this heavenly glad-
ness. Come In, ye disciples of worldly
amusement, and see the stage where
kings are the actors and burning words
the footlights and thrones the spectac-
ular. Arise, ye dead In sin, for this Is
the morning of resurrection. The joys
of heaven submerge our soul. I pull
out the trumpet stop. In thy presence
there is a fullness of joy: at thy right
hand there are pleasures forevermore.
Mot are the Galata beloved of God;
Webb are their robes In Jesus? blood.
attst.ter than angelA lo, they dila*.
Their glories spleedid and sublime:
My seal anticipates the day.
Would stretch her trine and soar away;
To aid the snag. the palm to bear.
Mid bow, the chief of inane, there.
Oh, the sunshine, the glorious sun-
shlue, the everlasting sunshine!
(Copyright, 1901, by Louis ilopsch, N. Y I
_
SORES AND
ULCERS.
Sores and Ulcers never become chronic
anises the blood is in poor condition-is
sluggish, weak and unable to throw off
the poisons that accumulate in it. The
system must be relieved of the unhealthy
matter through the sore, and great danger
to life would follow should it heal before
the blood has been made pure and healthy
and all impurities eliminated from the gyre
teno 8.5.S. begins the c-ure by first cleans.
big and invigorating the blood, building
up the general health and removing from
t h e system A OONSTANT DRAMall morbid,
effetrmatte,o UPON THE ararrar.
When this has been accomplished the dia.
charge gradually ceases, and the sore or
ulcer heals. It is the tendency of these old
indolent sores to grow worse and worse,
and eventually to destroy the bones. Local
applications, while soothing and to some
extent alleviate pain, cannot reach the seat
of the trouble. S. S. 8. does, and no matter
bow apparently hopeless your condition,
even though your constitution has broken
down, ft will bring relief when nothing
else can. It supplies the rich, pure blood
to heal the sore and nourishnecessary 
diseesed body.
r.j. B. Talbert, Lock Box so,Winoaa.
my. : Illx years ego my In from tae toe, te
tee toot was out solid sore. Several playbeloas
treated me sod I made two trips to Hot Swims,but foetid so relief. I was induced to try It 8.11.,
sad k moleseenomieesre. I bare bees • per-fleetly well man eves Owe."
is the only purelyveg-
etable blood purifier
known -contains no
poisonous minerals to
ruin the digestion and
stld to, rather than relieve your suffer-
ings. If your flesh does not heal readily
when scratched, bruised or cut, your blood
loin bad condition, and any ordinary sore
Is apt to become chronic.
Send for our free book and write our
physicians about your case. We make no
cliax for this service.SWIFT 'Keine CO.. ATLANTA, U.
Dyspepsia Cure
Dloosts what you sat,itattilleislimaithoOliiii side
CV ' itriIA st 41
I ifili fi 8 tt eflrefil 8
fitibeti li 10 it elitheri, HP
rflil)ahittlitIrstr  CR
e sairi isips, riNtilir 1,1114,4110111i
S et Winans armpit Vast digestion.
1:MitifeatelfalMe=tilsfasn:
Prepares by I. C. Di PITT • CO.. clomp.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
The NEW YORK WORLD.
Twice-a. Week Edition.
Almost a Daily at Price of
a Weekly.
The preskiential campaign is over
but the world goes on jun the Banta
sod it is full of news. To learn this
Dews, JIM 61 it is-promptly and uto-
pia-natty-all that you have to do is to
look in the cream:is of The Thrice-a
Week Edition of The New York World
which comes to the subscriber 158 limes
• year,
The Thrice-a-Week World's dint-
Renee as a publisher of first news has
given it a circulation wherever the En-
lish laogoage is spoken-and you want
it.
The Thrice-a-Week Woili's regular
subscription price is only $1 00 per year.
We offer this unequaled newspaper and
The Weakly New Era together one year
for 81.86 .
%%angular subscription price is Fe 00,
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Real Estate.
The season of the year when people
want to buy real estate is at hand, and
we invite those who want to buy or sell
So consult this minion.
We have excellent facilities for con-
ducting the business and will advertise
oprohargpertye. aupdut willfuroor hnishatipdrsosfp73tivoef
customers oonveyance to look at prop-
erty without cost to them. Coin. to see
us if you want to sell, it costa you noth-
ing if you fail.
Farm of 1170 sores in Caldwell Co,.
Ky , 4 mile* from ilooltsburg and 1. 0.-
14 It. and 8 miles from Princeton Ky.
This farm has a good frame dwelling
10 rooms, good sleek barnstobesoo barn
statuary, good out houses, I good wells
end floe @Wail, too sores of the land is
In 1011 large White Oak limber.
A splendid farm of So sores, good
dwelling with ti rooms, stable, tobs000
barn, apple and peach cnobard, extra
fine wall, good (Astern, plenty of stook
water, walled Cellar, land fertile end in
a high state of cultivation, On Public
road within 9 intim( f Griot/ Ky. Will
be sold at a bargain.
COO acres of rich timber land about
one mile from the town of Louisa in
Laurence Oounty Ky., inc bounded on
the East by the Big Sandy River and on
the wrist by the L & N. R. R. It is
covered with fine poplar and hickory
timber and is very desirable property.
Will sell cheap or exchange for proper-
ly.
175 acres of land with improvements
4 miles from Ho2kinsville on Maciaon-
villa road. Cheap, $12(.0
A beautiful home; two story brick
residenoe; h moms; hall and bath room
with bath fixtures and all modern oon-
veoiences; everything new and in ex
collect repair; boas, piped for water
and gas, sad wired for electricity; good
eellar, cistern, stable and all other
necessary outbuildings; ince shade trees.
this property will be sold at a bargain.
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell at low price or ex-
change for farming land in this section:
381 acres in Pasco county, 120 acres in
Paso° county, 900 acres in Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro coun•
ty. One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily limbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further description, etc., see
cis.
One of the most desirable houses in
the city for boarding house; centrally
located, oonveoieut to business and de-
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles from
Bennettatown, Ky. Good house
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable 18x30
fees, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
land and a desirable farm convenient
to schools and churches and on good
road,
Nice cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad streets, 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. Cheap and on rea-
sonable terms.
Stook of goods, store home and rest--
donee for sale at good town on L. & N.
R. R. First-class paying business, Died
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence 8
ro ms, water works and modern im-
provements, km acres of nice ground
with residence, good moons for selling.
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two acres of
land adjoining South Kentucky College,
$1,600. Will sell this place at low peace
arid on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on cor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets, fronts
82e, feet on Campbell street by 186 feet
to alley, hone* has 8 rooms and all no-
Napery outbuildings, nice shade trees,
fine gar ten and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
18 acres of ground, house 6 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry house, carriage
house, milk house, etc., everything in
good eepair. Compleee set of fanning
implements go with the place.
Good farm 223 acres, on Naahvillt
road, 7 miles from Hopkineville and 3
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 8 rooms, good well, 2
large new barns, stables and grsinary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
186 acres cf land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings
price $A Der acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
1s5 streets, fronting 80 feet on Main by
200 feet deep. House has six rooms,
good cietern, stable and necessary out-
buildings. For sale.
The Lindsay.' Mill property, embrac-
ing a burr mill for grinding both corn
and wheat, two good residences, two
cisterns and all necessary oetbuildis
and 80 acres of land, situated on Little
River, on a line between Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold at a low price and
on reasonable terms.
86 sores of fine land just outside toll-
gate on:Palmyra road. $85 per acre.
8 tracts of land near Bennettatown,
about 900 acres: Will be converted Into
2 or C tracts. Sold on easy terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
ard kitchen, porch, good on:-Irthites and
cistern, price WO.
T.yro gelid sandshoe lota on Meth Si
ih Hopkinstille, U Wand. The olb
tenant WM Ith Weill tide of Maio Ili.
HO ale Ai A leit Mee
h Wool isi lone litIP
NOM: VOW HOW. wit IT
 MAIM it
'Jambes, HON+ NI RC mall
1140 Was, Mel
NINO FRO, IR opt RI poei
Al 55e5155 IOW Of I VP, 11i
ostint Rade ip eausACJItnokIoo, goo.
v•atlial to postoillos, sobrele sad
['Porches, in a both oath of cultivation,
good dwelling 6 rooms sod hail, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
°ohs: 
houses,2bnuitogrycabiousons, s,mnookwe house,
wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant Leeson Walnut
street.
400 scree of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $5.00 per acre.
Fine farm of 2e8 acres in, neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at agrees bargain.
166 acme of land near Clarksville
pike, II miles from ilopkinaville, $40
per acre. Very desireable.
Very desirable suburban residence.
house two stories. 8 rooms, new and In
good repair, about 7 sores of land, just
outside the city Units on one of the best
lit.rAt"intoe residence at Oasky, Ky. Loo
of 10 acres, six room cottage and net
room office in yard ;good servants house,
large good ice house, large stable and
carriage house and; all necessary oat
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern;
convenient to depot, school and church;
s:mllesfrom .Hopkinsville with good
pike nearly the whole distance. Splen-
didAlot:raotisotonrfyoroottaga doctor. 
South
Camp.
bell St., lot 70x185).8 Nettie° bed rooms,
sitting room, dining room, kitchen, look
room and four porches, on first floor;
four bed room., two lumber rooms and
&hewing room: on setxmd floor; also
splendid dry cellar 18x14 feet with brick
walls aod floor, Rood dekr13,0010 house,
meat house, kindling house and servant
house. TERMS-One third cash, bal-
ance8 per cent. interest on deferred pay.
menum. four equal annual PaYenents,
An elegant farm of 150 sores on Cox
Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkinsville
EDMUNDSOfi TO RETURN,
Mr I. M. Edmondson who has been
at Sturgis, Ky., some time will remove
his family to Hopkinsville in a few days.
He has rented the corner room in rear
of City Bank and will oonduci a saloon.
He will open May lit.
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Yon will waste time it you try to mire
Indigestion or dyspepsia by starving
yourself. at only makes it worse
when you dims heartily. You always
need plenty of good food properly digs&
tett Kodol Dyspepsia Oars Is the resell
of years of scientific rs march for some.
thing that would digest 001 only Mee
*lenient@ of fetid but every kind. Lad
ills the one remedy that will do it. K.
0. Hardwick.
HELD OVER
After hearing the testimony for the
Commonwealth, County Judge Bing-
ham held Wm. M. nOhridge over to an-
swer to the circuit coon the charge of
attempting to 'Assassinate Joe Ballard
on Sinking Fork on the evening of
lidarzh 11th. Etbridge's bond was rais-
ed from $750 to $1,000, in default of
which the defendant was returned to
Jail - _adz Record.
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lint
ment mime rheumatism and neuralgia
TOUCHES THE SPOT At druggists.
--
MAINS WILL STOP
L &N. fast trains, Noe. vi and 9s,atter
Sunday win stop at Henderson, Medi-
sou•ilie and Hopkinorille. Heretofore
the only slope on this division have been
at Guthrie and Earlington for water
and inspection.
-Last winter I Was confined to my
bed with a very bad cold on the lungs
Nothing gave me relief. Finally my
wife bought a bottle of One Minnie
Cough Cure that effected a speedy cure
I can not speak Soo highly of that excel-
lent remedy" Mr. T. K. HORSW111•11,
Manatawney, Pa. R. 0. Hardwick.
You can not erjoy perfect health, rosy
°beet. and sparkling eyes if your liver
is sluggish and your bowels clogged
DeWitt's Little Early Rimers clean*, the
whole system. They never gripe. R.
0. Hardwick.
To accommodate those who are par-
tial to the use of atomizers in applying
Invade into the nasal passages for cat
&rebel troubles the proprietors prepare
Ely's Liquid ()ream Balm. Price In-
cluding the spraying tube is 75o. Drug-
gists or by mail. The liquid form em•
bodies the medicinal properness of the
solid preparation. Cream Balm is
quickly absorbed by the membrane and
does not dry up the secretions but
changes them to a natural and healthy
character. Ely Brothers, 66 Warren
Si., New York.
NOTICE.
All parties having elaims against the
estate of Bridget BInmenstiel Mermaid
are notified to file same with under-
signed executrix of said Bridget Blum-
eostiei deceased, properly proven on or
before the 20th day of April lien. All
parties Indebted to said estate are noti-
fied to call and settle same with the un-
dersigned at once This the 2nd day of
April 1901.
ELLEN Btoicaorrnti„,
Executrix of BRIDGET BLoasserrisL
W It
I °°° WALL PAPERSty, New, lo8c, Sc Roll. Satisfaction guaranteed.Samples for stampr. H. Cady Co., Providence R. I.
•
FORTUNES
ASSURED
for all by the Plan of the
PATUCA
PLANTATION
COMPANY.
Lands-Patucs Valley, Honduras.
honest Management. lolarai Terme,
strictly Co-operative.
s end 111.1111big9tIV Ileflt1
tither titan Atte Santos bask.
*II lot
ti 
0 Moe*
H If ikt?
if
it
Thrria Pfspi a You Mote as vosiv
toot. Prom Pa* P100 IMO IRONY.
Suns. Aboahltaly No Milk,
TO, 'tending of the Directors of the Petit-()orientation iesuiperly is vouched tor by
any Weicantile Agency and tn• ben banal
of Ulrvuland,
Write for tun information to
The Panics Plantation Company,
404.9 Betz Buildilig.
m:8 4w Philadelphia, Pa.
10 Atlanta, bePIU and whiskey MOMcured at home with-out pans Book ofN. S. IL wOoLLIYtioalars Bent yo. let 1 ern% Peyor
BENT FREE
to housekeepers-
liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
000K BOOK
telling haw lto prepare dellessee
and:delicious dishes.
Atddreestiebils Co.. e 0. Hoe Ins. Hew You
PARTenri-'
HAIR BALSAM
sod hesonflas the hillPrn,os• 1..sunaut pee&
r
e Falls to 11004irstor,
air to its Youthful or.
wale <1..•••• at hair
fac....1111.011el Drawl* 
BOON AGENTS WANTED IPOk
a•skas4.ei emobeellas tab in beamut
Pulpit Echoes
win improyed, good dwellioa, 6 twins. OR nTISETHR irda MLA!, •ND smart
stables, granary, corn and all necessary nee tot, loorZoroabra`
out houses; first class land in fine eon-
dition. y D. 1.6 Moodu
Valuable store room OD Main street. at= P•our °":1"6'hl"""fb""bbi M"A 'bloody • Chives ('heal' lee rftes.
One of the best business locations in the eose,..71..vehve to it...0., lam ssaeor.o. o,
dor. s_n_f.Nrs WZOrtP;;"-"0.11,' 071.000 toMI"N
Wittman &Snort A. • 
Wc.p4raL44.4412;!.., • te
nartears. tuns.
Lr17,11op swill 16:00 alma
At, ?moot% 900 • to
Ar HenNon 9:S la 111
• Bv'vtlle 10:10 • m
. . .
LT Prinlon 9:111 • m
Ar. 4„66 p}st
Lv Prinlon 6:06 a at
Ar Paducah 11:90 aim
Ar Memphis
Ar New 0 risen..
DEATH OF AM. *COMB
Mrs. Waller MoOlesb died at her
home on McGavock Wrest in Nashville
Thursday morning. Mrs. MoClomb had
been in poor health for many months.
A husband and several children survive
her. Mrs. Chas. Jarrett, sister of Mr.
MeConib, Mr. Jarrett and Miss Annie
MoOomb attended the funeral which
book place front the residence yesterday
afternoon at three o'clock. The of-
floteSloll clergy were Revs. T. B. Ray,
J 0 Rust and L. J. Van Ness.
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications for farm loans
on ten years time, interest payable an-
nually, with privilege of prepayment in
any one year of any amount, at anY
time, not to exceed one fifth of the prin-
cipal. We Mane fire, lightning, torna-
do, and the only life insurance policy
giving absolute, oontionouli. noo-forfeil-
able and incontestable protectioa. It
absolutely protects wherever the sus
mines. We also deal in hank stocks,
bonds and high grade investment N-
o orates,
WALTSM F (leitezTo & Cks ,
Insurance and Financial Agouti,
fillw wly
.40
SENT TO THE ASYLUM.
•••••••,
Spot& Bootle:id, a boy about woe.
tees, was seat to the asylum noes Ws
City this week from )iadinah's. Tor
she yeas several days he hae silken a
great deal of pleasure in throwing brinks
and rooks at people on the streets. So
far four etyma bane been vtotime of
his fad.
NOTICE.
Christian County Court,
In matter of G. W. Allen. Assignment.
The oreditora of 0 W. Allen are
hereby notified that I have this day
entered in the Christian County Omit
that I win, on the 8th day of May, 1901,
apply to said court for a discharge from
my trust se assignee of said G. W. Al-
len. W. W. RA DPORD,
April te 1901. Amiga°. G. W. Alien.
Wheresoever
you feel soreness or pain put
Josososes litnuAromia nears.
?TM braises or upraise to sben.
matism-it covers emery ems. It
is like the touch of a soft, wens
hand co an aching forehant la-
isminatioa enbeides beneath it.
No other so sure and quick. Look
for the Rai Oroes on the face *loth.
JOHNSON • JOI.WSOW.
mamotbstosfra: praises. New York.
•
Yes, the seam,
r • &dX7.41131
go4-WIPA4
•-4
GOLD DUST
Wa.shing Powder
7: that brightens govt silver and cot glean will clean the
Kitchen Crockery. Gold Dust is i dirt silmstroyor
nothing more. It never harms deo article it ceases in
contact with. It simply makes It Oman. For gres.tost
economy buy the harp* pe.chnins.
The N. K. Fairbank Company.
Chums's, St. Leeds, Now legs. Iliemsa
411.6vv.t.
G. GREER
Stoves, Tinware, Cistern Pumps,
Cornice, Roofing and Guttering.
Galvanized Tanks, Troughs, Filters, etc. All
work promptly and well done and guaranteedCall and see me or Telephone 102-3.
Virginia St., Op. Hotel Latham.
tar Fresh Bulk and Paper GARDEN SEEDS
Onion Bets.
111011PrEg
diocese cured by TACK-A-POO-5NA
345942 eases In 17 years
FM dams/ is the messeasnesser Sanaaon coma • neseeywas tapseseive and
the Siodbew preeneias mere serapeol ads
as the (wily
quick cam kaoPirlr .1701=1111 11=
tragotsat WARR OF CILIUM'. Tky.
Pesos sod ail maidamisity mond try mei
Cuseseeemasol.
HOU TIMEATIELINT CO.
15$ West use at.. New sofa co.,.
"I had piles so bad I could get no rest
nor flad a care until I tried DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. After using it once
I forgot I ever had anything like piles."
E 0. Bcroe, Somers Point, W. Y. Look
ut for imitation.. Be sure you ask for
DeWitt's. R 0. Hardwick.
These famous little pills, DeWitt's
Little Early Rimers, will remove all ha.
parities from your system, cleanse year
bowels, make them regular. R. 0.
Harkwick.
MULE
Nice lot of mules for sale-from four
to six years wktf (1/1A8 LAYNE
famous
°aged C011it
The low pries
• at which Arbuckles' famous
roasted coffee can be sold is made
possible by its enormous sale. It should
not be classed with the inferior imitations sold at
S cent a pound less than Arbuckles'. It has a
quality greatly superior to these imitations and
makes many more cupfuls to the pound. No other
firm in the world can buy coffee to 90 good advantage
as the producers of Arbuckles' Coffee. No other coffee
Ii cleaned, roasted or blended with such great care and
;kill. When you buy Arbuckles' you get better
quality and greater value than you can get in any
other coffee at anywhere near the same price.
You also get with each package a
definite part in some useful article.
Full information with each package.
Save the signatures.
MMUS NM
Neils Ss"
Novi* Sigh LIN
Shako Into Your Shoos
Allen's Peet Hoes, a powder. Is oars,
painful, smarting, nervosa feet sad in.
growing nails, and instantly takes the
sting out of corns and bunions. It's
the greatest comfort discovery of the
age. Allen's Pootesse makes tight or
new oboes feel easy. it is a certain cure
for sweating, callous and hot, tired ach-
ing feet. Try it today. Sold by all
druggists and shoe stores. By mail for
Mc in stamp. Trial package tree. Ad-
dress Allen S. Omsk's& Le Roy, N. Y
TIME
TABLE
Effective Sunday
Jan, lit, 1901
; LAAY110 ano1111111VILI.11.
NO. IN, No. OLP o. NO,' As
daily
6:16 p
•
daily
11:40 a is
11:46 pia
11:31Ipm
• p
II Are in
5:45p
1 ;16 p in
IBM p
wee pm
No. 541 Arrives as Hopkansvilie, 
9:1N WS Arrives at Hopkinsvtlle, 11:147m.
Po sit Am vs. at HopkinsvUtioeilie Kat
E. M. 81131WOOD, Agt
Hopldnivills, ByW. A. YELLOW, A. G. P. A.,
1.oti.lsvl.11s, Ky
VIGOR-Or MEN
Easily,Quickly and Per-
manently Restored,
MAGNETIC NERVINE
Is sold with • written guarantee to cure In-
somnia, rite, Disainete. Hysteria, Pervious
Debility, Lass Vitality, seminal Losses,
Felling Memory-the remit or Overwork,
Worry, Wetness, Errors of Youth or over.
indulgence. Price to 6 bottles for W. By
mail In plain package to any endless on re.
col pt of price. 501.1 only by
Anderson & Fowler.
-
This COSTS YOU NOTHING'
0.1011.•
The Eclipse Egg Carrier
.Provides the Safest and Most Convenient Mode of Trills-
porting Eggs to the Local Market.
Ills Strong and Durable
With Metal Drop Handles and Patent Folding Filler and
Will Hold:10 Dozen Eggs,
HOW
TO
SECURE
IT
Every new subscriber to the WEEKLY KY
NEW ERA who pays One Dollar for a year's sub.
scription in -advance will be presented with the
EGG CARRIER FREE OF CHARGE
All Old Subscribers can secure the Eolipbe Egg Carrier upon the
payment of all arrearagee and advancing the subscription one year.
Take advantage of this offer AT ONCE as it may be withdrawn at
any time. Call on:or address,
New nria. CO.,
ROPEINIIVILLIL
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